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Preface to the 
English Edition

ThThese texts were first published in English by the London Psychogeographical 
Association at Calanais, Alba on 21st June 1993. This was ' the twentieth ânvê i:sary 
of the Asger Jam comme^^tion org^^ed by his friends in Deamnmark.'̂ ra was 
following Jom’s draeatb on May 1st 1973. His friends travelled by river ̂ boat with the 
ja z  band playing as the solstice fires burnt on the shore. Twenty years later the LPt. 
huddled around a solstice fire with a smal band of intrepid adven^rers.

The LPA was only able to produce fifty copies of the first Calanais edition of this 
text as their baggage was already over-loaded with camping gear. With minor 
textual changes this is basically the ^me text Unpopular Books has undertaken to 
publish this booklet on a much broader basis. The dreader will ^ n  appreciate that 
this text contributes substantially to the theoretical developments which the LPA has 
ben making.

These two texts constitute two of the five texts by Asger Jorn ( 1914-1973) which 
ap^^ted in Situationniste Internationale, the central buletin edited by the sections 
of the Situationist International. Of the other t̂hre, there is towdlerised ^mslation 
of “Les Situationnistes et I Automation" (No. I, June 1958) in Situationist' 
International Anthology edited by Ken Knabb (1981). "La Fin de Vfccommie et la 
Realisation de VArt" (No.4, June 1960) is an extract fromuhe pamphlet “Crritique 
de la Politique Ecommique" which was published in the series “Rapports prisentes 
a l’l.S.”. Unpopular- Books hopes to s e  this published shortly. The text "La 
pataphysique, un Religion en Formation” (No.6, August 1961) appeared as 
“Pataphysics, a religion in the Making" in Smile (No.11, 1989).

At the third session of the Central Council of the Situationist International 
(Munich, 11-3 April 1963) Jom’s resignation was “accepted in respect of Various 
personal circumstances which henceforth made it extremely difficult for hini to 
participate in the org^^ed activity of the S.I.”. Guy Atkins however says he was 
told by Ralph-R^^y that Jorn remained a ‘clandestine’ member. (se  Asger Jorn, 
The Crucial Years 1954-64, p ' 55). Jorn cê ertainly continued to supply Dê bord with 
pic^res, which were sold to cover the printing bills. It hil even ben suggested that 
the SI was only dissolved’ after Jom’s death meant that this source of funds had 
dried up.

Wi^in a year of Jorn officially resigning, the S.I. had split there was a faction in 
Paris, centred around B̂ ernstein, Detord and Vaniegem. they kept the name of the
S.I. Nash, Elde, de Jong, Lindell, Larsson and Strid set up the 2nd Situationist
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Intentional, abased at ‘̂ ^ ^ b y ^ e t ’ (‘̂ Dragon’s L̂air’), Nash’s f^m in Sweden. 
Jorn sup^^ed both intem^^onals for a while, and ^any s e  the split foretold in 
his remark toat "the field of situlogical experience is divided into two opposed 
tendencies, the ludic tendency and the ânalytical tendency, the tendency of art, spinn 
and the game, and ^at of scî ence and its techniques”. But Jorn goes on to ^at 
“it is the creative side which the ânal̂ ytical side”. (See below page 38. For
a discussion of the split see Stewart Home’s The Assault on Culture: Utopian 
Currents from Lefrtim  to Class War,London 1988).

Getting things in p e rs^ ^ tiv e
“Perspective is nothing else than seeing a place (silo) betehind a panme of glass, 

quite transparent, on the surface of which the objects which lie bê hind the glass are 
to be drawn.- They can be traced in pyramids to the point in the eye ând these 
■pyrt̂ amids are intersected by the glass ̂ pane.”

^ ^ ^ ^ d a V m c i

The scientific system of perspective 
involves a py^mid ruimi^ring in ' an eye. 
However, Jom’s interpretation of Isou’s 
megalomania, which is a perspective 
^^ang trough time, involves an T  in a 
py^mid. Jorn however must be criticised 
for getng different ̂ ^ ^ t iv e s  ^Ued up. 
Chinese Perspective is a parallel 
^rcpective (s e  iUuŝ tration the ^ b o
pf JSn-wu, The Mustard Seed Garden 
Manual of Painting, 1679). Here ^^parall 

are drawn ^^tfel Prather ^an l ^ ^ g  
to a point His illus t̂ration is an
inv.̂ erted pe r̂spective, which was c o ^ ^ n  
in pre-renaissance Europe (see Last 
Judgement from The Book of Pericopes.) 
This later perspective is related to 
Euclî dean of vision, whhere the eye
was ̂ se  as an active organ, p r o ^ ^ ^  rays 
of sight. The development of scientific 
^^^x tiv e  was a reveersal of t^is, wĥ ereas 
^Olinese ̂ ^fflel ̂ ^^Ktive was an ^ a tp t  
at balance. The subject can rove freely 
t̂hrough space.The Mmtard SUd GwGarde Mt̂ anualof 

Painting, by J6n-wu, 1679



The . reversal of perspective. 
achieved by the renai^ance was 
a part of the overall change in 
western ideography. Instead of 
an internalised world and 
externalised God, the New'
Philosophy imposed an 
externalised world and an 
internalised God. Theology 
becomes a privatised affair, a 
matter for persowil. conscience. 
while the ‘external world’ (in 
fact a cultural creation of the 
renaissance) is treated as an, 
object, governed by ‘natural’ 
laws’ ei^CT intrinsic to o r 
imposed by a deus ex machinal 
(depending on geological taste).

fiction then allowed asocial 
questions to be ^^ed  by g^azin 
into the calm water of scientific 
analalysis.

Thus Newton’s prot6g6,,
Samuel Clarke, to k  up the view • 
that universal gravitation is a 
Divine energy ^^Westingg God’s 
presence in the world. This 
control of ‘brute and stupid’ matter by Ĝod’s spiritual presence was used to justify 
the subjection of the p̂eople the lower walks of life to the judgements of their 
superiors. "The social order is pic^red as another product of Divine providence, 
where revolt is against condemned for being both and . im^^ible
(See WUcch-hiunting, Magic the New Philosophy, Brian ̂ Easlea, Brighton 1980). 
^ This is then ens^^ed in c^Bervative philosophy, whereby as revolt is it
^  only be explained by the deceit of evil manipulators who simply sek  power 
within the te^^ of current society.

The imposition of science is p^resented by bourgeois historians a nâ tural coaming 
of age, as an e^mancipation of h^ ^ ity trough t reason. As the twentieth century has 
worn on, such a liberal-humanist view has become increasingly untenable. The 
development of the New Philosophy, through art (and particularly perspective). 
astronomy and mathematics all involved the relativisation of individual 
consciousness. The subject of bourgeois social theory was b̂orn. Spatial realism in 
art was a move away from the fla t̂nes of the middle ages. town and the town
house became the ambience of the r e ^ ^ ^ c e  artist.

and its S



Open and its

In fo^urtenth cen^ty Siema, 
many artists introduced tiled 
floors into their designs - "Twro

1 early examples may be 
! compared from Duccio’s 
i Maesta of 1311 (Opera del 

-I Duomo, Siena): the scene 
! representingCAmt amongst 
: the Doctors has a floor whose 

J  squares are barely 
foreshortened, while the 
Temptation o f Jesus on the 
Temple displays a strip of 
chequered floor that leads the 
eye deep into the interior of the

From Sttudi m la dolce Pmseaiva 1964 bbuilding.” (Oxford Book of Art, .
illustrating B̂ nmeleschi's ̂ technique with a p859). In the early fifteenth

cen^ty B̂ runeUeschi develooped 
a techpique using ^mirors to fix a point of viaon and so ĉ reate the illusion of 
reality.

^While BrnruneUeschi can be regardeded as the orî ginator of the cons^Ktion of
scientific pore^tive, the bifi^al ^ ^ ^ t iv e  which Jorn refers to was a subsequent 
development from Giotto’s workshop. Jorn also points to Bjerke-Petersen’s 
^^^wtive - "mystical outlook of the identity of past-^esent-fu^re”. Jom suggests 
this, is 1YJ?ically Ŝcandinaavian, yet anyone who has viated the ' Summer House at 
Edzell Castle can s e  on display there a sixteenth century ĉarved oak p̂anel which 
depicts an amalĝ amated face that simultaneously looks to the left, to the right and 
straight ahead. is tone using a angle {pair of eyes. T̂his ̂  be located ^mly in . 
the Hermetic renaissance tradition, and is comparable to the fifteenth century 
Florê ntine relief The Three Faces of Prudence which is on display in the Vict^ta 
and Museum, This depiction of Prudence is d̂irectly related to the
neoplatonic underetanding of time as dem ons^^  by Cicero’s De inventione where 
past-p^sent-futare are compeared with memoria-intelligentia-providentia. (In the Art 
ofMemory F r^ e s  Yates has expanded on the i ^ ^ ^ ^ e  of this in the emergence 
of renaî ssance hermeticism.)

For Jorn the use of time as the dimension of por^^tive comes from his view

"For man, time is nothing other than a succession of phenomena at an 
observation point in space, while space is the order of co-existence of 
phenomena in time, or progression."

Time is change which is only conceivable as a form of progressive movement 
in space, whereas equally space can only be conceived of as stable through the 
participation of movement. Neither space nor time possess any reality outside
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change, progression, which is to say 
outside the active combination of space
time. The action o f space-time is 
progression, and this progression is 
itself the change of time into space aha 
the ■ change of space into time.

Thus we see that the qualitative 
merease, 'Or the resistance to change, is 
due to qt^hatutive increase. They work. 
together. It is this goal which is the goal 
of socialist progress: the increase of 
q^^ty  through the incrrease of q ^ ^ ty .

it allows for this double increase is 
inevitably identical to the decrease of 
value, of space-time. This, is what 
reificution is.

The magnitude which determines 
value is space-time, whether imminent 
or incidental. The space-time which is
inserted for Oie existence of the htumani Three paces Fifteth cencentury
race on the earth shows it value in Florentine relief, 
incidents. No incidents, no history. The
space-^nc of a human life is private property. This is the great discovery of
Marx from the perspective o f h ^ w i liberation. But it is at the same ttime the
point of dê parture ofthe errors ofthe Marxists, as a property must only become 
value through being realised, through being liberated, through being used. In 
this wway space-time of a hî uman life is given a reality by its variability. the 
^individml is ^ade a social value by their viability of behaviour in reflation to 
everybbody else. If this variability has become private, excluded from social 
valori^ion, as is the case in authori^m  socialism, the space-time of man 
becomes realisable. Thus the private character of h^Mn qualities (hobbies) 
has become an even greater devalorisation of human life than the private 
ownership ofthe ofpradnction, since in determinist socialism that which
is useless doesn't exist. Instead of Polishing the privaie character of property, 
socialism can only increase it to the eextreme, rendering mantind itself useless 

socially non-existent.

The goal of artistic development is the liberation of hi^utn values, through 
the transfô rmation of hu^rn qmlities into real values. It is at this point that the 
artistic revolution against socialist development commences, the artistic 
revolution which is l i ^ d  to the communist project.”

fom "La Fin de l'Economie et la Realisation de l’Art” (S.l. No.4, June 1̂ 960



Lettrism, Isou and 
Lemaltre

At this point we are obliged to quickly cover 
Isou’s concept of Lettrism: each art goes 
t̂hrough a period of growth (the amplic p^hase 

and then decline (the chiselling phase). The 
f^mer is c^harac^^ed by "pretexts exterior to 
the art itself: ananecd̂ M battles, epics, divine 
struggles), sentiments (romantic) or idras 
(philî osophical, ^ ^ a l etc.)" (What is Lettrism? 
by M^rnce Le^ritre, Ur No.3 second series 
1952). T̂he p^re  "is the ^riod in which 
the art t̂urns upon itseff and changges its vision 
from external goals to goals of internal 
^^raement, prproper to the art itseff (..• )It is the 

d' une no>1 1 iU'̂ PD'sie a  wre period of the concentration of means and 
t̂ musique.,19947 elements to the detriment of the ‘story'” (ibid.)

"Isou pl^ed Victor Hugo at the point of highest amplitude for poetry, and this 
could’ historicise ^ ^ l f  as cul̂ minating the chisê lling p^re  ŝ tarted by Baude^re. 
In muac, he l^^ed  Debussey as the in a u ^ ^ ^  of the chisel^^ p̂ hase, and M ^ t  
in painting. Isidore Isou thus ^om es the eye of the ^ n e e  trough which poetry 
mist pass to ̂ ^ s e  its fû ture In 1945 Isou had artived in Paries Rommania He 
had ^made the j^m ey in order to p^sent his ideas which he had worked on in his 
teens. His irverence, ability to organise artistic interventions and a capacity for 
ĝrandiose self-historicisatition enabled ^m to project h^raff ^to Pariaan cult^al 

Me.

Open ̂ Creation and its

Âmplic and ClKselg as
' illumed in bis wort

He ^prom^ed ^^& ff as a mmiah, that he could become a Ĝod t̂hrough creatintag 
a new art. ^Amongst the follows he b a tte d  there were ththose who t^earn his 
techniques of media ^manipulation but were b̂ored by his megalom̂ ania. In 1952 he 
had an to ̂ present the Lettriist movement in public at the Odc!on '̂ Theatre,
PPariS.. His poetic ideas ê xhausted, a l  ̂ at was left for ̂ m  to do was two hours
slagging everyone else of as plagiarists, ersatz rubbish. (See Limitations of 
Lettrisme, An Interview with Henri Chopin in Lettrisme: Into the Present, 1983) 
^While some poets went of to develop c^ecre elsewhere, a group arreted by
his politkal teĉ hniques broke away to fonri the Lettrist International. In 1957 this 
joined f̂ orces with Jom’s International Movement/or an Imaginist Bauhaus and the 
non-existent London Psychogeographical Association to form , the Situationist 
International. Thus Jcrn’s attack on Isou and his acolyte Lemaitre was away of 
d i s ^ ^ ^  the SI from its Lettrist r̂ oots.

In Originality and Magnitude, Jorn starts by picking up on a row between Isou 
and the Ultra-Lettrists of G r^^w s, a review founded by F r^ o is  Dufrene and 
Roben I&tivais in 1958. Dufrene, a former lettrist was close to Gil Wolman who
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“had played an impe^mt ppart in the organisation of the lettrist left in 1952, and then 
in the foundation of the Leftist Int̂ ernational” (Potlatch 28, 22 May 1956). Wolmman 
was a delegate to the Congress' of Alba, but was expelled six months before 
organisational unity was achieved. The Ultra-Lettrist split came not simply from a 
rejection of Isou ’s megalomania, but also a desire to move from working with letters 
to manipul'^ing sound and meaning.

"Open Creation”
FoUowing the Alba Confess (2-8th September 1956), Jorn bounced that the 

IMIB had ^OTdoned a l efforts at ̂ pedagogical action — the direct t̂ransfer of artistic 
gifts is impposible — in' favour of expe^ental activity; “artistic adaptaion takes 
place trough a series of con t̂radic r̂y phases: Stupefaction — Wonder —Imitation
— Rejection — Experience — Possession. None of these phases can be avoided, 
although they need not all be gone through by one individual”. (Notes on the 
Formation ofan Imaginist Bauhaus in Situationist International Anthology ed. Ken 

1983).

In 1958 Jorn was invited by the Danish Ârts foundation to make a large cerramic 
m^al for a new secondary school in Arhus. He had ben angling for a way to get a 
commission for a large tapestry for some time. He refused unless the Danish 
c^^n itte  to c^^^^ ion  the tapestry as well. By 1959 Jorn had the anthe 
r̂esô urces of the San Giorgio factory in Albisola put at his d i ^ ^ ,  80 cubic metres 

of clay and a motor ̂ scoter. The clay was flatned out so that pieces of glass could 
be in it, and it was splashed and sprayed with paint. Jorn âlso liked to ride
around the clay on the motor scooter so as to leave pretty track marks in the' 
c^^alc. By the 5th November, the relief was presented to the school.

But ^^fflwhile Jorn also ben working on the m^amoth t̂apestry which had
to be ready by January 1st 1960. This 14 metre marathon to k  eighteen months. 
Pi^re Wemacre had coll^^^ed with Jorn in the forties, and to k  over operational 
charge of the tapestry. In a catalogue preface entitled Open Creation, Gaston 
Bachelard wrote:

"By becoming complete tapestry makers — creators and craftsmen 
c o in e d  — Asger Jorn Piene Wemdere have been able to exercise ■
their creative powers at every phase during the growth of their work. 
Tapestry is for them, in the words o f ̂ the philosopher, ‘a continuous 
creation’. ( . . . )  But two alone could not have produced the. tapestry fast 
enough. Work that drags loses its vitality, so they enlarged their 
community. Their loom became an open workshop to which came new 
workers who were eager to realise their dreams in this enterprise. What a 
splendid emxample of open creiation! When one craftsr^m replaces w>ther 
he says to his predecessor: ’I shall base my work on yours, but I shall also 
^ad something of my own.’ Little by little a world is woven. It takes manny 
creators to m̂ake a good universe. (...) I find it good when work expresses
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life when it imparts its own life to the life of the artefact. So I (̂ admire 
this image in wool that started as a plant. I admire those great leaves that 
rise slowly under the patient hahand of the dreamer. And as the dream takes 
shape, so the plant becomes not a flower but an eye!”

(quoted from Asger Jorn, The Crucial Years 1954-64, by Guy A^Ins)

Like a l ĝ ood advertising copy, it fla trs the prejudices of its audience. In April 
1958 “while the SI was launching its attack against the art critics ^sembled in 
Belgium, Jom’s work was being shown at the B ^ ^ ls  ‘Expo’ as p̂art of ‘50 (danss 
l'art moderne’." (The Assault on Culture, by Stewart Home, 1988) Home ^ e s  
Jom’s status as a major art figure from this exhibition. What is pathetic about 
Bachelard’s remarks is also revealing about what elicited them. Jorn had amply 
used- his status to get major contracts from the state. T̂he extent of work he had 
undê rtaken meant that he was in a position to sub-contract out the work: under his 
auspices, in the fashion of the early rê naiŝ ance workshops, or even the m^^CTal 
monastic libraries producing illuuminated manuscripts. Bachelard’s p h ^ y  eup̂ horia 
of a method of ̂ creative production which stands outside the r ^ ^ ^ c  î mage of the- 
lone artist confronted by thtiresome matmat, shows a desire to to the ^^^eois 
dr^m of integrating workers through art. (A recent survey has revealed ^at 80% of 
the work force in Britain would rather become artists). Bachelard rounds off his 
purple prose with the inanity that “Anything is ^posible for those who long 
enough, who in their work.”

Bachelard, from one perspective and Jorn from another seek ^^scendence in 
creativity, but stress that it “takes many to m̂ake a good universe”. T̂his was
^^aing con̂ trary to I ^ ’s hierarchical ternary where he had orĝ anise his
election as 'God and Emperor of ̂ » ts ’, re^^mg the favour by promô ting Lemaitre 
to the position of ‘Prophet and King of Poets'. Breton, who also received the 
r̂ank of ‘Prince of Poets’, did not so much complain about the self-indulged of this 

Ubuesque c^ry-on, as that Cocteau was included as a ̂ prince. Cocteau had
proved very useful in the ^ ^ ^ tio n  of I ^ ’s c^eer. It was thanks to ^m ^at Isou 
won the Prix d'Avant-Garde at

Bachelard seeks transcendence through an inter-subjective creative process, 
wherereas Isou claims. that he has ^^ady achieved ^^scendence through his own 
ĉ reativity, and that such ^^rcendence may be - ̂ ade available to his foUowers, if 
they keep on the bright track. T̂his is no more iterating ^an the s^ady s^^m  of 
gurus who have popped up and have used their grasp of various psychological 
techniques to build a racket ̂ ound themselves.

Situ-Analysis
For the origins of Sithationist ^rory we must go back one h^^ted ŷ ears to 1895 

when Henri Poincard published Analysis Situ, usually t̂ranslated into English as 
Positional Analysis. However we shal use' the tr^lation Situ-Analysis as it ̂ sounds 
more impressive, and is precisely the sort of rhetorical device which helps win
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arguments. Henri Poincare was a mild mannered mathematical wizard whose 
cousin, Raymond, became prime minister and l&er President of F^nce. He studied 
mine-engineering, before absorbing himself in mathematics. His Situ-^alysis 
helped topology become an impo^mt bbrancch of mathematics. Topology deals' with 
the qualitative characteristics of spatial configurations that do not vary during 
cumUlative transfoormations.

Situ-Analysis amsc rafter Pooincare had won a prize offered by King OscCT n  of 
Sweden. Osctf II had been a pOTon of mathe^^cs for some time. He had funded 
Acta Maihe^matica, a Swedish mathematical journals edited by G5sta Mittag-Lettler 
from 1883 until his death in 1927. ^nc of the t̂hings which Mittag-Lettler did was 
publish much of the controversial work of the self-confessed Platonist, Georg 
Cantor. In 1887, n offered a prize of 2,500 crowns for whoever came up with 
an answer to the question Is the Solar System stable? In 1890 Poincare published his 
response — On the Problem of Three Bodies and the Equations of Dyrnmtes and 
won the prize. In essence he reduced Oscar H’s question to one of topology. 
Stebitity implies periodic motion. If the system is defined in some n-dimensional 
phase space, as the system evolves in time it describes a curve. For a periodic 
solution, this implies that the curve is a closed loop. Thus if you find periodicy from 
any system state, the loop is closed. Such a 
system state is called a Poiincari section.

Poincar6 applied this to Hill’s Reduced 
Model of the t̂hre ^riy problem. Here one of 
the ^rty is given negligible allowing its 
trajectoty to be determined by the two major 
bodies as they spin around each other.
Poincare was hoorfied to discover the periodic 
intertersection of the trajectories prodnced a tight 
mesh as the trajectories fold back on 
themselves crosrfng the links of a web 
infinitely many times. was subsequently 
called a Homoclinic Tangle,) "̂The footprints 
of chaos” as Ian Stewart d^ribes iL

Jom’s precision in defitimg the situation as 
excluding sin^latities and inte^ptions, with 
a constancy of intercity and a unique feeling 
of the propagation of the process shows 
the sitnation is morphologically identical to a 
homoclinic tangle — “situlogy is the 
transformative morphology of the unique”.
When we coonsider the situationist project from 
this viewpoint, and in full recognition that 
Chaos Theory developed in mathematics 
precisely out of topology, we discover the a HoHomoclinic Tuigie Doa God Play
convergence of art, science and politics. Dice by Ian Stewart
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T̂he I.CA. ŝcreningig of ̂ ^ ^ ' s  Hurlements infaveur de Ŝade has e^^ed 
the folklore s ^ ^ n ^ g  the S.I. T̂his place four days ^ter the S I. p̂rod̂ uced 
their Manifesto (See appendixx). T̂he fact that the whole occasion was a farce is 
shown in the Ralph Rumney interview that a ^ ^ e d  in Vague 22 (1^W). Ht:re 
Rumney reveals how Debord showed no interest in the production of a proper 
t̂ranslation of the script When a mystified individual enq̂ uired what si^ati^^rn 

was, Debord used this as a pretext to lead his band of followers to the pub. 
However, it has ben  suggested by a keen-eyed co^^de in the Archaeogeodetic 
A&ocrniation ^at the whole c ^ ^ ^  was m̂ore âbout a trip to ^ ^ to n  to the 
lecture on topology given by Dr. Christopher Zeem;m (who later on became 
Gresham professor ofGeometry).. When we look at the central- agnificqmce of 
t̂opology to a^ationist î deas, such a suggestion not sem  so far fetched. (Of 

ĉ ourse all this was before the I.CA. became such close neighbours of the Rooyal 
Society.)

While the facetious âcademics of the b̂ourgeoisle have l^^ed  the Sî tuationists 
wi^in such categories as 'art' and ’politics’, we have no desire to ^^ to ric ise  the
S.I. - w i^n  'matheematics* or 'scî ence'. Al t̂hese categories are topics (i.e. ^od^Ucts of 
a rhetorical sstuc^re) l^^ed  within. the New PIUlosophy of the Renaissance,

far being a mamajor is a sym̂ ptom of the c ^ ^ ^  of the
^^^eois project of world d^^hadon, and its replaceement wth a holding operation 
p ro to^^  islands of in a sea of chaos.

Nev^theles, we are confident that the republication of this text in the 
edition a ^reapraisal of the S i^ati^^ ' project, both by us and the
bourgeoisie. Jom’s call for situlogy to introduce disorder into geometry was 
precisely cared out by Ŝ tephen Smale in. the early sixties. Using Brouwer’s fixed 
point , theorem- he showed that any mapping in n-dimensional space can be 
ĉ onsî dered as a flow in (h+1) ̂ dimensional space.

Applying this to a ^ras which has ben s^tretc^d and ^thined and t̂hen ŵ ound 
itself continually, you ultimately end up with an înfinitely ^in

l̂lJ'Old a'torus an înfinite number of 
is called a solenoid by topologists. T̂his is an 
equivalent of a cantor set

A solenoid is an example of a strange

C actor — i.e. a position of stability to which 
, amicsystetems. are drawn in the l̂ ong ̂ term, but 

which actually behave in a wild way. By 
numericalal ^ o d ^ , it is a ̂ case of the tail 

Iw^^ing the dog. The absolute quantity is not 
what is of im^^^rce, but the minute faction 
1 found after so ' many million decimal points 
; which W&tingui^es one value from these very 
close toiLA Ueda Attr<actorr, an ĉ xamplc of a 

in two
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This reappearance of Cantor is 
interesting because Cantor’s ^^areh of 
infinites lead to opposition from 
Kronecker, famous for his remark that 
“God made the integers, a l  else is the 
work of man.” Kronecker objected to 
Cantor’s pure existence proofs, and 
called ' for a constructivist approach 
whereby it is considered necessary to 
show bow a mathematical object could 
be constructed . before accepting that it 
existed.

In 1889, when Hilbert took pure 
existence proofs further, another 
mathematician, Paul Gordon declared 

is not mathematics, it is theology”.
But the success of Hilbert’s work lead Cantorche
Gordon to reluctantly admit “theology Cantor se bu
also has its merits.” Following Kronecker’s death, the Dutch mathematician
Brouwer developed the consitructivist approach. He was scared that mathematics
would become clû ttered with ideal.objects which would then simply g ^ ^ ^  ' ̂ more
i^al objects. S^m it would become impossible to tell whe^^ maths had any real
m^^ng. He fought for a purely constructivist maths.

But maths followed who attempted to control the adrift into
wanton abstraction by l^^ing at as purely f^^al system, a ĝ ame w^rc the
objects are les  interesting ^an the rules and relations ^^ ted  am̂ ongst the 
His f ^ ^ ^ t  ap̂ proach d^hi^ted m^te until thefrthirties. Many m^athem ^i^ felt 
that to strip down to the few r e ^ ^ ^  left by. the constructivist method would
lead to isol^ed, incomplete and unrel^ed results.

However Hilbert’s fo r̂malist scheme came crashing down when Kurt G6del 
showed h a  no f^rnal system rich enough to cover basic arî thmetic ̂  be shown to 
he ĉonŝ istent Yet despite this, had b̂ecome so in^^ead in
that it did not readily disap^pear To many ^^^hematicians this "frog and 
battle” (Einstein) seemed irelevant. Either that or they followed d’Alembert’s 
. advice for. those unsure of the rigour of calculus. ”Go on and faith re^m.” Thus 
ĉ haos tĥ eory reconciles Cantor and Brouwer (some^ing ̂ al ̂ rctt Bis^^ ̂ so 1ried 
to achieve in The F o t^ ^ ^ n  of Consfrwtive ̂ Analysis.)

Applications in ŵ eather p^diction s^m gave a c^^rete for ĉ haos tĥ eory to 
work in. Things also took off with studies of turbulence. This had ^be studied by 
^»^nardo da Vtnei. ^he British Queen keeps some excellent manuscripts on this in 
Wî mdsor Castle.) Novalis co^ed the p̂ hrase ‘sensitive chaos’ for water*. Scientists 
soon found ^at the ĉ haotic dy^mics of ŝ trange ^tractors was ^ ^ ^ ^ b le  for some 
t̂urbulence.
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Jorn concludes his essay with a call to 
reconsider the “mystical notion of the four 
elements” and ddiscusses p̂ hase {transitions (the 
t̂ransformation of solid into liquid, and liquid 

tnto gas). Some may simply see in this a 
fairly standard restatement of traditional 
freemasonic ideas. However, Mitchell 
Feigenbaum was studying just such 
^transft^^rions when in 1975 he heardd Smale 
Wk about dynamic systems. Feigenbaum 
to k  this up, and ' applied renormalisation to 
logistic mapping. He ended up coming up 
with the feigenvalue 4.669, a relative 
universal value. Mandelbrot developed 
^ :ta ls  and and Marsden devel̂ oped
VAK (Vague Abactor of Kolmogorov). Here 
only some quasi-periodic motions survive. 
Elsewhere, chaotic trajectOTes ŵind between 
islands of r̂esonance. (VAK is also the n̂ame 
of the goddes of vi^ation in the Rig-Veda).

Having d e ^ m tra ^  how precisely Jom’s 
article foreshadowed the mathematical 
development of chaos theory, we should re

appraise the interaction between mathematics and art. which has been so close ever 
since the renaissance. At a superficial level, the power fractal ofart is r ^ i l y  
apparent However the recursion and self-similarity are features which t̂ransfuse 
both chaotic maths and ‘post-modernism’ (‘Post-modernism’ appears in inv̂ erted 
commas so as to demonstrate disdain, for this pseudo-intellectual sleight of hand 
which is being passed off as theory in an attempt to divert attention from the 
impending collapse of bourgeois cul^re.)

Such cultural ^rnitore does not ap^OT organically or by chance. Chaos ^eory 
has campions drawn from the very heights of the ^^^eoisie. The Royal Society 
organised- a prestigious conference in London in 1986. ‘There Chaos was defined 
> mathematically as “Stochastic behaviour ocu rn g  in a d e^ ^ ^ s tic  system.”

The Royal Society has long f e a ^ ^  in the of any studies of (̂ bourgeois
cultural manipulation. Ifs origins lie in a 'fusion of the two facets of John ^ee's 
philosophical tradition — Frecmaŝ onry, the mystical t̂radition which sterned from 
the application of ideas expressed in Dee's PrePreface to Euclid, and the scientific 
which was expressed with the setting up' of Gresham College (See also LPA 
Newsletter No.3). Prof^esr Ayitah, curent President of the Royal Society played a 
major role as Director of the Iscaac Newton Institute for Mather^tical Sciences. He 
decides which topics are to be included in their series of study p r^ ^ ^ ^ rc . 'The INI 
has ben set up largely with money from the Cambridge colleges of St John’s and 
Trinity. Aliyah is Master at the latter (as I^ac Newton was before him). The two

VVAK: exxample of a ŝ rnge fromm
and ̂ ^^ten, Foi f̂afons of 
Matte^mcs 1978
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colleges celebrated their joint escapade 
by opening an interconnecting door 
which has firmly closed since the 
second world war-.

The INi was opened by Robert 
Hinde, faster of St. John’s, on July 3rd 
1992. Within a year the champagne 
corks were popping as Andrew Wiles 
attended a reception in his honour 
following his d e m ^ ^ ^ o n  of a p ro f 
of F e ^ ^ ’s last theorem. (Fermat’s last 
theorem ŝ tates that "it is impo&ible for 
a cube to be written as a sum of two 
cubes, or a fourth power to be written 
as a sum of two fourth powers, or in 
general, for any number which is a
power greater than the second to be Device of Gresham College fea^g the arms of sir 
written as a sum of two like powers.” T̂homas Gresham, Th^ercers and th* Oty of 
This was scribbled in the margin by L̂ondon
Pythagoras's theorem. He added he had found "a truly marvellous demonstration of 
this proposition which this m ^ ^  is t o  narow to conntain.”)

In the centuries since Fermat crawled his famous marginalia, this theorem has 
bedevilled mathematicians. One side effect of various mathematicians efforts to 
provide a proof has been the extension and development of new areas of 
mathemarics such as imagî nary numbers.

From the seventies it was ap^rent that the p ro f of F^mat’s last theorem would 
herald the demise of the capitalist system*. That the bourgeoisie should feel obliged 
to release its p ro f in 1993 shows just how critical the current world situation is. As 
the L.P.A. stated in an article in Variant, it was f^^rate tthat the Calanais edition of 
Open Creation and its Enemies was released before Wiles could make his 
announcement. (̂The text was published on Monday 21st June 1993, the day Wiles 
began his lecture series. A copy arrived at Cambridge University first thing 
Wednesday m o ^ ^ . Wiles could not come up with his demonstration of the pf90f 
till 10:30 am that morning.)

As if to underline how apposite these observations are, none other ^an Profe^r 
Zeman himself is to give a lecture on Feirmat's Last Theorem at 5pm on May 31st 
1994 at Gresham College (Admisaon is and without ticket). This is part of a
lecture pro^^^nc as laid down by Thomas Gresham nearly 400 years ago and will 
be followed by questions. The LPA intends to be present and suggest that 
anyonehopirig to attend would be well .advised to arive early as it will probably be 
packed.

25th November 1993
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Bibliographical Notes:
These translations were made from Internationale situatuionniste 1958-69 

published by Editions Gerard Lebovici/editions ^^m p Libre, 1975. Unfo^^ately 
these texts have not ben  entirely tr^^^ated into English. Thus people have had to 
make do with Ken Knabb's Situationist Anthology, (San F̂ rancisco 1975). T̂his text 
hides as much as it illuminates, obfucscating some of the political tensioons in favour 
of producing a seemless theoretical vantage point

It is a sad reflection on the present state of affairs ^al it is our grim duty to 
^al Lipstick Traces, A Secret History of the Twentieth Century by Greil MMarcus 
(Pengtlin 1989) remains a major source of material on the L ^fcts and the early 
days of the S.I. For a more sensible view of the Lettrists s  Lettrisme: Into the 
Present, edited by Stephen C. Foster 1983. This was published in conj^tion with 
an exhibition at the University of Iowa Museum of For those who like to r̂ead 
French, Pierre Cutay's La Poesie Lettriste (1974) is excellent, not least for its 
revelation that Louis Pauwels introduced Lemrntre to Isou. Also s  Lettrisme et 
Hypergraphie (Paris) by Gerard-Philippe Broutin, Jean-Paul Ĉ urtay, Pierre 
GiUard and Francois Poyet

For Asger Jorn, see Guy Atkins' trilogy Jorn in Scandinavia (London, l^$ ), 
Asger Jorn, The Crucial Years 1954-64, (London, 1977), and Asger Jorn : The Final 
Years (London 1984). Also G^ham Bmwistie's Living Art, Asger Jorn's Theory 
1946-9 (Utrecht 1986). Of course we have to recommend Stewart Home's The 
Assault on Culture: Utopian Currents from Lettrisme to Class War (1988) — we 
were the original publishers! .

The illusion of a comprehensive understanding of mathematics was gained by 
reâ ding Does God Play Dice by Ian Stewart (1989) (Not to be confused with Ian 
Stuart Donaldson the dead Nazi featured in the recent LPA leaflet). As for the 
discussion of pererspective it was all cribbed from the OXford Book of Art.

For the New Philosophy, it is worth ^^fog  Forces Yates several volumes — 
indde it was theough reading her Giordano Bruno) (and the Hermetic Tradition that 
we came to understand the link between Rosicrucianism and the S.I. Also we 
mention Witch-hunting, Magic and the New Philosophy, Brian Easlea, Brighton 
1980. Of course it is worth consulting F ^ c is  Bacon himself — eg: The New 
Atlanlisjhe Advancement of Learning and the Novum Organon. In a more artistic 
vein, we refer to Pagan Mysteries in the Renaissance by Edgar Wind (London 
1958) and Gombrich's leones Symbolicae, (Journal of the Warburg andl Courtauld 
Institutes, XI, 1948)

Of course, all serious students of Situationist ideas and other modernist trends- 
will come to realise the importance of John Dec's Very Fruitful Preface to the 
English Edition o f the Elements of the Geometry of the Most Ancient Philosopher 
Eucuclid ofMegara penned on Feb̂ ruary 3rd 1570.



Originality and Magnitude
(on the sytfem of Isou) 

AsgerJom,

Jw» ^

In No. 10 of Poesie Nouvelle (u s t  Trimester, 1^&), Isidore Isou, refuting the 
writings of one of his friends a recent period, whom he sobecly cals X in order 
not to give ̂ m unmerited publicity, declares:

“One of the shabbiest lies of the author of Grâ mmes, is to ŝpeak of my genial 
phil^^thical system when a) I have never published this system, and b) X is nd^er 
a ̂ prophet or ̂ ^ ^ ^ c e r  of the future.

If a number of my c o ^ ^ e s  who worked with me over the ŷ ears, from Pom̂ erand 
to Lemaitre, have tried to divvine the general system (and lacking the ̂ posbility they 
have at the honesty to hold their tongue on this question). how could X, who 
scarcely knows me, be able to know it? . . .  unique thing that Mr. G ^^^es 
could know of my intellectual Order i6 that it accords to the creations of each 
domain an ̂ scntial detetermined value, in relation to other values. But it is this which 
makes the successive X’s who, having known me, have no other supreme desire . 
^an to become creators. Thus the unique iUumination that X has of my system ends 
at his conscious or uneonsciws effort fo follow it, just when the ig n ^ ^ e  of the 
whole of the system leads him to the real incapacity to ĉreate and the obligation to 
replace this ĉ reation with the tittle-tetate and lying pretensions about that which he 
knows nothing . . .  It is only by accepting the creative hierarchy of the only 
movement of the contem ^^^ avant-garde — given the general name of
— by candidly assimilating the innovating truth ofthe immediate past and present, 
by openly reĉ ognising the f^ms of fu^re evolution of the aesthetic disciplines that ■ 
WiU uuly be born for the history of cul^re and for the place of each author in this 
history." (Emphasis A.J.)
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Isou’s argument is constructed around a fun̂ damental error according to which the 
knowledge of a system is only possible rafter you have become acq^inted with a l 
the consequences of the application of the system; an idea which is pushed to the 
extreme by revealing the system through the testimony of the initiatory individual 
account, and the impô rtance given to the particular usage that the master can m̂ake 
of his own system. In fact the system is a method. It is the method of the co
ordination of positions, of states. And, as the positions don’t change, the system, or 
the positional methods, are always revealed by analysing a combination taken at 
random in the system.

Isou’s system is not a scientific system, as there are no longer any scientific 
systems. If Isou’s system had been a scientific system, it could not be ‘Isou’s 
system’, but only the application of the scientific system by Isou in a given domain. 
Isou’s system necessitates Isou. It is a system of relations between subject and 
object. This system is an outlook. You don't have to be a prophet or a carto^^er 
to work that out; you just have to be completely detached. I don’t know ̂ Isou, and 
I’m starting to be acquainted with his system. The order in which he arranges 
historic events is an extremely amusing and interesting ^ing, perfectly new in the 
European outlook: he measures all values according to Chinese perspective, just as 
values have been measured acording to a central perspective since the renais^nce.

1

r̂cpective and western ̂ repective ̂ (The 
r̂ow in rectangle A indicates the usual depl^^^t 

of the view.)

It is today a generally recognised fact 
that time is a dimension like any other, 
to be treated as those of space. 
Existentialism is opposed to the classic 
system by pretending that the instant is 
the unique value. Isou o p ^ ^ ^  to this 
by establishing a little range of values 
between the immediate past and the 
present (which t̂ oday is Isou). Isou is 
placed as a magnitude in his own 
perspective. Those who go in for' this, 
with the obligatory slowness of 
followers of what has already been 
made by Isou, are smaller, and 
diminish from Lemaitre to Pomerand, 
to finally artive at the zero point, where 
we find the ^po Mr X, who accorording 
to Isou’s system, is the nothing of 
eve^thing, the nullity, the historioric non
place (but this is the historic non-place 
of the historic space of Isou, which 
explains the impo r̂tance Isou gives to 
the repeated description of this

nothingness, this personification of the anonymous). If the lines of pers^^tive are 
prolonged beyond the zero point, history is ex^rnded once again towards the pre-
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p resent 
lsou's

Isouian past, and the more the 
magnitudes are expanded in the past, 
the more they ar& accepted by Isou 
without criticism, and characterised 
according to their awkwardly scholastic 
reputations (Homer, Descartes etc.).
This is the hierarchic order of Isou as 
regards the past; and as regards the 
fu^re, where in any case he reckons a 
central creative place will come to be 
recognised for eternity, he will expect 
that an even prater system wiU replace 
it, and at the same it “In
order to better establish the ̂ ^ibilities of the preservation of a section of the avant- 
gararde”, he goes along with the Breton’s famous formula about "the birth' of a more 
e^manci^tory movement” . Noothing is more comfortable than to wait for succes ŝors 
But each ‘avant-garde’ tends towards senility and death without seeing its 
successors, Krause the succession is not passed on by a direct line, but through 
con̂ tradiction.

Having so clari^tf Isou’s system of valo r̂isation, an essential problem must now 
be posed: is it more of a religious system ^an an artistic one. It must be because he 
is unable to make a deci&on on this point that Isou has not yet published the 
word on his system. From reading the development of his thought from the 
acce&ible material, it seems that there can be discerned a slippage by which the . 
religious and cul̂ tural side more and more replace the artistic; the hie^rchic aspect 
becomes more impo^rnt ̂ an the movement of Chinese perspective.

In order to be oriented, and from this fact to calibrate, in any particular 
dimension, it is always necessary to find a zero point, the point of dep^toe or 
origin, whence prrcoces a l ĝraduation. But the question is ̂ posed here: is Isou’s z.eroro 
point fixed in history in the ̂ same way that the ^rth of ̂ Christ is fixed as the origin of 
our calendar. Isou thus becomes, forever greater as he moves forward in time. 
Equally, is his ^^^x tive  historicaly displaced trough time? In this case,
Isou wiU come to be ̂ ^rnshed more and more in order to become the point of
a new avant-garde, and only aft^wards wiU he accede to the sement of.the.
past Thus the question is reŝ tated: could Isou’s system be employed as a methQd by 
others?. This would the r n ^ ^ ^ e  of the system, but must then ^^tosh
the impô rtance of his personnage. The impression is that it would benefit from two 
advantages, but this is impossible without the whole unhappy system being 
destroyed and renewed. This eventuality cannot be theoreticaly excluded. Isou was 
close to such a discovery in his recent reflections on prodigality, by which he found 
ĥimself obliged to reĉ ognise the superiority of the situationist practices over the 

le t̂tris system. The ^ ^ ^ lv ed  problem on this religious question, and the double 
game which neces^rty arose from it, has contributed to the very quick dissolution 
of the avant-garde regrouped around Isou ^ u n d  1950. This is found, degraded .to
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farce, in the ete^al discusion of Îsou 
with Maurice Lemaitre who for years 
coonstituted Isou’s ’the lê ttrist ououp’ a l 
on his own (cf. the same issue of la 
Poesie Nouvelle).

The disaster of Isou’s system is to 
place the ẑero point as a divine point in 
the past, as much as p^^ag him.^lf as 
a sacred object It is not by c ^ ^ *  that 
the ^Chinese ^perspective is found in an 
ideol^ty ŝecretly held by In
contrast, the classic system pl̂ aces the

divine zero point at the centre of the pe r̂spective of the fû ture and the ^^ed  in the 
anti-world radiating towards infinity, beyond the extreme point of r̂eality. The 
ârtistic bearing is a systema t̂isation of facts which themselves i^ore his system. 

^^en this is unveiled, established, the artistic value is always p̂ursued elsewhere 
(the inocent vision is inve^^ in p r̂incple). In the ^me way as the rich ‘l̂ eurist’ 
^^arches (in the ro^mon sesense of the word) of manuscripts frfrom the end of the 
middle ages have ben  e^^rated by prin̂ ting (q^titative distribution of wriiting 
through the e l^ ^ ^ o n  of variations), so the lucky find, by the ^ ^ ^ ^ a c e , of the 
central ^repective has r̂adically ^Christian art, of which the variables were
eliminated by this organisation-type of Christian space. In effect, the central 
perspective, if it is transposed onto the dimension of time, exactly represents 
^Christian m̂ etaphysics, the beyond being in the fu^re, ^marked out by two
successive points: death and the Judgement Day. The u to p ia  bad placed their 
perspective on the earth (in the historic future), and the artistic inspiration of 
modem times is essentialy a futurist utopi^^m.

Isou’s Chinese perspective could therefore be com ^^d to the Me-^uro (divvine- 
sacred identity) perspective, the outlook of radiating subjectivity of Vtlhielm Bjerke- 
Petersen, so typical of ^^ndinavian thought T̂he advantages of Isou’s sys^m can 
be ^ se  on this ^^an. In the end, a modem ^^pective could be inv̂ oked which 
^^^tered the qualitative development of ^^^tude. This is the p^ely beatific 
outlook, ch^acterised by its point of origin in the past, - the zero point at the 
beg^ning of time. It is this ou^tlo ^at we ac^ally find cô nfirmed at the ĉ osmic 
level with the theot; of the expanding universe. Scientific ^tialism is ^&ed to this 
outlook. But oveerall this question is so vast beaause there arc ^any new outlooks 
which have now ben ccreated

The Isou’s religious problem is complicated by a perplexity on the following 
theme: “I am god, seing as how god is youth; seing as how I am the point of 
origin”. He must choose between his p̂ersonal originality and that of the sys^m 
which he has created and which automatically excludes ^m  from the sphere of 
orî ginality at the end of youth. The ^^reations which Isou has as regards his own 
system are easilily expl̂ ained. He is ageing, my friend!
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The divinisation of the immediate, 
past is the divinisation ofthe aged (the 
older generation), which is associated, 
through the dynamic use of Isou’s 
Chinese perspective, with his concept 
of holy youth. (“We start a career . .  .*).
Thus the aged Isou ses the new youth 
start to ovê rthrow him in virtue of his 
own system, and he flees to a more 
assured place, protected by the boks of 
Breton. The d̂rama unfolds, it’s simply 
that Lettrism has supe^eded s^ re^ m .
In this way it wiU retire to claim its 
in literary immortality. What gaiety!
Holy youth! It rê turns all the time, and 
it is always the same. I have exposed 
this gimmick in La Roue de la Fortune 
[The ̂ e e l  of Fortune] in 1948.

It is time to become aware of the drawbacks of all the systems of perspective 
derived from classical geometry. Many errors arise from a major illusion of modem 
savants: a distinction between ‘clasical’ and ‘modem’ geometry was made in the 
belief that the autonomy of classical geometry could be saved, and that it could be 
taught as if this geometry, and ^at which had superseded it were simultaneously 
true. In the geometry of Euclid, and which has been transmitted to the non.J 
Euclidean systems, the point is defined as a spatial location with no spatial 
dimension. This omits the fact that the point, bereft of spatial dimensions, still 
represents the temporal dimension, tl̂ hanks to its duration. The point thus intradwes 
the dimension of time into spatial organisation, which is the basis of a new 
elementary geometry. (It is this new study of the point which enables the situation to 
be uoders^od as a spatial-tempoporal work alien to the old ^ ^ r i e s  of art). ^When 
the is considered as a pure idea, geometry is infected with metaphhysics and 
lends itself to the emptiest constructions of metaphysics. Nothing is left of it

Human creation does not resemble 
this sort of garden a lafra^aise, such 
as Isou would want to embellish, the 
centre of which he believes he' will 
come to definitively occupy, simply 
because, preaching untiringly in the 
emptiness, he foresees (in his own 
words, ‘the op̂ ening of a new amplic’*) 
the completely symmetrical 
reproduction ofthe other side of Isou.

• Â ĉcording to âmplic refers to a ̂ phase of
growth in an.when it presents 
its own

_

£

Yesterday I told you that I had discovered the fo^^la of # eternal youth . • • But ii: was a mistake as I had cont̂ aminated the cultures. ' Everything is as before and I'm wondering if it isn't- going against the law of nature to ^mt to stop from losing' his youth • • .

I

V. B̂jerlc-Pê tersen's penpective 
(Mystical outlook: of the, identity 

of past-̂ present-future)
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“Some people would never be considered, were it not that some 
excellent adversaries mentioned them. There is no greater 
vengeance than oblivion, as it buries such people in the dust of 
their nothingness.”

Bal̂ tasar Gracian.L’Homme de Cour

“I have never considered the Situtuationist Intentional as one of those intellectual 
errors that only needs to be left to crumble to dust, scattering its corpses. I have 
always had a horror of t h ^  exploiters of other peopple’s discoveries, w h ^  only 
justification is the synthesis they achieve. I have r^^m  to consider the situationists 
as sub-marxists from the twentieth zone, full of troglodyte anti-cultural 
f^mulations. There is an ex-painter of the Cobra movement, who has principles 
which have come to nothing (It’s me, Asger Jorn, that he’s ^^ing about). He only 
produces abstract lyricism of the fourth zone or fifth order. It was only in 1948, after 
Bjerke Petersen inspired the formation of Cobra with the support of Richardt 
Mortensen, Egler Bille and Egill Jacobsen following the war, that he showed 
himself in a coherent fashion. Even his support in his own country remora wi^out 
real importance (there are some artists who, if they aren’t noticed at the international 
level, go off and knock out some forged creations in the national framework). I 
advise him to stick to painting, not I value his pictures, but beĉ ause I have
read his ‘philosophical’ works. Abstract art, above all that of a manufacturer 
prefaced by Jacques Prfvert, the Paul G£raldy of s ^ ^ ^ m ,  must be sold weU and
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impassion a l the ^rcsmakers. My cult^al conception and my creation makes me 
rigorous in my writings. I already have enough difficulties from being solely 
re^^rable for my own writings, whence there are no false p to ^s  or judgements to 
be reretracted.” For all the ^ ^ n s  which he so exposes, I understandd perfectly that 
the lettst has left it to a scribe to take the trouble to fill 136 pages of his
review PPOie Nouvelle No. 13 with closely set little ch^rcters in a study on the 
Simationist International.
"The enonnous extent of the work is its single exceptional ch^acter, which is easily 
explamed As I I have shown in my study on value, an endeavour of invention 
and understanding cannot be paid by the hour, and in consequence cannot 
objectively be m eas^d  with money. The habits of industrial production have 
clearly penetrated certain strata across the frontier of intellectual life, and for 
example, jo^^thsm Is roufoely paid by the line. But it is obvious ^al the in^rest 
of these tytypes of workers is to incr^^ the ^sped and the quantity of production to 
the deetriment of the quality. Above all this can be sen  in the poverty of repo^^e, 
as this must be got together in time which isn’t paid for. And such a , way of c^rying 
out work implies an easily overstretched inferior intelligence of the financial 
backers, who are satisfied with such stab^& . Lemaitre has been forced to co^mt 
such rashness thanks to his stated ‘strategic reasons’ which however remain 
obscure. He says, be ‘avoided the idea of expounding on the SI’ himself. If so, be 
had better squareely let the matter drop or give the work over to a man of cul^re. 
Becanse Lemitre, as an entrepreneur, is completely responsible for the work of his 
pieceworkers.
In Inter^natiornte Situationiste No.4, I unveiled the system, the ideological 
of by clarifying thal it was a subjective outlook of positions established in
rerelation to Lemaitre ^^self, rather ^an an objective system. Lemaitre admits his 
ig n ^ ^ e  and his lack of scientific crativity (p.74). How could he then take my 
s^m ent as an insult? It is indisputable that my critique of the marxist concept of 
value is strictly scientific, and it is, mooreover, the first complete critique which has 
been made of it. Lemaitre calls it ‘sub-sub-sub-marxism’. And why not? It is 
nevertheless necessary to note that Lemaitre has recognised and evaluated the 
scientific ch^acteristics in the experimental work of the S.I., as he has bern able to 
deal with this subject for 136 pages without mentioning a single n ^ e  of any of the 
p^cipants of this experiment This is pure objectivity. Lemaitre has played on the 
law of ̂ ^ e  numbers. He tributes many quotes without distinction to someone he 
calls ‘the Htuationist’. These were taken tom the writings of ten of our c^^ades 
(the collective decl̂ arations of the IS are not an issue here: this figure applies only to 
those texts which are found to be signed individually by their authors).
Lemaitre has fallen in the trap between the absolute and the measurement system of 
classical Euclidean geometry, as man.ism has done. He pushes it only as far as 
unintentioonal jokes, such as wanting to distinguish the ^graduations of eteternity. He 
pr^mds (p56) to be capable of ensuing a ‘more eternal’ victory ^an anyone else. 
Elsewhere, it is very funny to ^ad Letotre. The post-marxist ch^acter Spited by 
the orgamsation of the workers struggling to improve their economic situation is 
clearly visible as the baas of the erotological practice that Lemaitre has pointed out 
in many large books. The effort so presented to organise a union of gigolos.
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sys^matising their struggle for an inĉ rease in - their wages and ^a rk ^y  improving 
their technique in satisfying even the most ^^ratic p a s i ^  of their clients, is an 
honest reformist enterprise, the day to day defence of actual employees wi^in the 
existing economic frframework. Lemaitre has recently âdmitted that this education 
would be impotent at the situationist stage of m îrace-working, but d ^ n ’t know 
what to conclude from this intuition. If he made the eff^ , man could be ^ ^ ^ y  
seen as the producer, and woman as the consumer in the erotic pproces as long as 
their relationship had no consequences. And if the number of boys b̂orn diopped 
considerably in relation to the number of girls, this could open ^rapectives which 
would merit economic considerations. But it is impossible to consider youth as 
being more a producer ^an a consumer; and completely against the inteterest of youth 
to d̂iminish their consumption at the cultural level, by m^ean of the reduction of. 
school leaving age proposed by Lemaitre, by which they would be thrown into 
production more quickly, even if this would be in the interest of industry. ^Marx’s 
struggle in this realm will always have a passionate value, and our goal is to co^nfin 
the right, not merely for youth, but for every individual, to realise themselves 
according to their free desires in autonomous creation and consumption. focus 
of such a development could right away be U.N.E.S.C.O., from the moment when 
the S.I. takes command of it; new types of popular university, broken away the 
passive consumption of the old culture; lastly, utopian educational centres which 
through the relation of leisure to certain arangements of social spaces, they must 
come to be . more completely free of the do^^ant life, and at the same time
functioning as bridgeheads for an invasion of this daily life, instead of pretending to 
be separated from it
An excellent book could be made out of Lemaitre’s economic theory seen as a 
literary work like a Rabelaisian farce, with the revolt of youth taken as a caricature 
of the revolutio^^ and socialist thought ■ of the ninetednth century. But from the 
moment when Lemaitre shows that he takes it seriously, he is a demagogue. Ône of 
the classic gimmicks of demagogues is. to mobilise the ̂ »ple aghast dangers which 
everyone knows about, and which excite them, but which have become inoffeensive. 
It has been the fashion to shout wrongly about fascism since the war, when new 
soci0<u lt^ a l conditions are being preparared, and when the new ideological dangers 
ap^CT inoffensive:, and leading to moral rea^^ment by all the variants of neo
religious fanaticism. Far from ‘misrecognising the power of his method’, as 
Lemaitre says, I have recognised them, I denounce them, and I declare war on them.
I prefer a contrtrary method. And the sole consideration I (can give to Lemaitre, to his 
scribbler, to those who could adhere to their system of thought, or just as likely to 
take it up and use it without them, it is to quote the phrases to which I am a^olutely 
opposed. In No. 13 of Podsie Nouvelle :
“My level of merit based on the works or actions which improve the human 
condition place in their lower Franks the current provisional practices. I believe that 
at the daily level the ‘non-being' formulated by certain existentialist philosophers is 
true: we are only a mass of waste material having some ^posbility of acq^red and 
limited choices. But what distinguishes my system is that, for me, the only liberty, 
which is minimal, resides in the minuscule invention or discovery of that ^re being 
which is known as the ‘innovator’, in the wake of whose relevations that the other
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beings can only follow, as they have until then foUowed the ‘lesser good’, 

the inferior" (p116)
"Rightly or wrongly, I have always believed afresh in the power to som̂ etimes use 
the energies of my fellows better ̂ an they themselves.” (p4)
‘"They must and follow me, iratead of always staying behind.” (p29)
‘"The religious Jews can pretend that no-one has gone f̂urther ^an them, as the 
M^&ah- bas not arved. T̂he C îstltians have ̂ r̂eason to state that they have not ben 
outcl^las as their fellows have not ben saved from their ^ ^ ^ ,  and as they have 
ben helped to the res^urtion of the dead .. . At this general level, I give reason to 
these groups, who defend certain essential values and that I hope to honestly 
supersede by offering them what they want: the messiah, human safety, the 
res^urtion of the dead, gnosis” (p28)
‘"The atuationists, the sub-frtrogledytes ^at they are, no longer want to co^nserv 
anything . . they not only reject the future of cul̂ tural disciplines, but also the past 
and the prpresent, in the n̂ame of a pseudo-utopian, outdated, spineless, infantile bluff
. . . Finally our ignorant reactionaries will be rejected by and punished by the 

of disciplines of knowledge, just as they have rejected and punished others 
in the past” (p63).
I believe ^at these ex^rcts from Lemaitre’s Mein suffice to show his main 
tendency towards ‘degenerate art9. As for the thieats, those tthat go so far as to ̂ make 
use , of them are not always equipped with the capacity of the most extensive 
sanctions. And we are not the in any way frightened by constructing this 
‘provisi^onal’ life, because Lemmtree has let us know (p123) that he has " a great 
horor of his living person”. Well, that’s his problem! He ^ o  said that be preferred 
M^raux to the situationists (but wil this complement be paid back?) Anyway, I 
would let ̂ m  get on with M^rara. For noting.

2
"I am sad, but in spite of all my efforts, M. Mesens doesn't want 
to publish PIN. Even when I said to himi that we d̂idn't want- any 
money, he laughed (and said that if he was to publish it, we would 
have to give him money, but that he no intention of doing so.
He lhad read it attentively but he didn't like it He said that it 
would have been more topicaltwenty five years ago, but that ̂ now 
we would not be greeted with comprehension . . .
There is another thing: there are some imitatorsfor emmple, the 
lettrists in Paris who copy the Ursonate that Hauswnn and I 
aid, and, we weren't even mentioned, we who done it twenty
five years before them, ^ld  with better reasons."

Kurt Schwitters. Letter of 29 -347  quoted in Courrier Dada.

What weapons does Lemmaitre want to use? Here, he falls for the psychiatric theory 
of a little Swiss ^an called Karl Jaspers, who from his pe^pective at̂ tains a ‘sta^re’ 
equal to that of Moses and of Plato (p66 & p80). From Lemalfre’s perspective, this
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Jaspers has become enormous, because he is closer to ^m in time and ideas. The 
enormity of Jaspers, who has the merit of being considered as one of the most 
famous imbeciles of our century, is to have postulated with a l the authority of a 
non-scientific psychiatrist, that a l individuals who are not an imbecile like him are 
mentaly il, and by this fact a public d̂anger that society should be able to allow 
them to be locked up and nursed. Lemaitre has amplified this idea to a world 
dimension: everyone is m̂ad; an inte^al therapy would be and is clearly
justified; and according to ^m the tĥ erapy would be (quote: “only to have 
an integral therapy capable of curing the permanent illness of youth and world 
history”. p55)
What is this permanent illness of the history of the world? During the p̂ hase of 
youth, each individual or group pos^^es a fantastic will, in relation to 
capacities and non-existent consciousness. "The adult age possess a .real power 
stronger than their will, which is subject to the rou^rc of ac ti^ . The fatigue of old 
age is c o m p e ^ ^  for by experience, the consciousness which d ^ ^ ^ e s  power 
and will. By proposing Gnosis for the salvation of youth, Lemaitre only a
process of rapid ageing, he even p̂ roposes that the youthshould engage their as 
quickly as possible in social power, prisoner, of the existing establishment 
Lemaitre precisely reproaches the situationists for not following the rules of his 
game: “So many mythic and mystifying formulas, which confound their

clasafication and their integratition into 
the domain of knowledge, also ĥinder 
the establishment of n e c^ ^ ^  historic 
relations between the superseded- 
superseding and the superseding- 
superseded.” In effect, unswervingly 
convinced of his linear succession, of 
his little hierarchy etc., blind to 
every^ing else, Lemaitre cries ^at the 
situationists have not superseded ^m, 
and are to be placed much lower down 
than him. Well then? My friend the 
^Danish Poet Jens August Shade told me 
one day: "You can fal so low ^at the 
fall becomes uplifting. ” There is 
nothing mystifying in our behaviour. I 
have never had any de^re to supe^ede 
you, Lemaitre- and company. We are 
coming across each other: that’s all 
Ând now we are going to continue with 

the ŝame trajectory ^at we app̂ roached 
by, without this encounter having had 
the slightest impô rtance.
The leftist example of the t̂roglodytes 
was equally badly chosen. The ĉ onflict 
between Lenin and the Russian
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fu^^te is only one example in a general crisis and a subversion of the revolution to 
which LeLenin had contributed with his very compact and superficial attack against 
leftism considered as ‘an infantile Prather ^an as an illness of infancy, of
hope. Anyhow, I am old enough to remember the epoch when Lenin himself was 
considered as a troglodyte by the whole world. One day, I shall probably be ûsed, 
when I am dedead as an anti-troglodyte against someone.
Lemaitre is infatuated! with the idea that time could abolish unfashionable cul^ral 
references which he has found, or had his specialist scribe pick up in the public 
libraries. But as anyone knows, like living r̂eality, culture is what is left when all 
that has been understood has been forgotten. Nothing is worse than stupidity 
combined with a never fating memory. This is without wanting to discus the weak 
quality, the wholes and bluffs in the digest of encyclo^pedism of Lemaitre’s brain 
trust.
Lemaitre sems to disdain the experimental value that we have recognised in the 
lettrist movement around 1950, in two or ^thre sectors of culture. He says that the 
experimental aspect of lettrism had been real but negligible in comparison to its 
essential value: a system of creation. Thus he impudently spits on his only asset, 
because we consider, as history will consider with us, that all that he caUs his 
‘ĉ reation’ is absolutely empty and has no future. Because Lemaitre believes ^at it is 
his solipsistic of ĉ reation which must be recognised as the sole historic value,
he is astonished that, for example, we don’t recognise the impô rtance of lettrist 
poetry. poetry has no impotence as an artistic CTcreation, even as a unction of
the ‘creative’, arbitrary and un t̂ransferable systemisation of Lemaitre. As much as 
the whole of the lettrist movement has for a time played a role in the real avant- 
garde of a given epoch, onomatopoeic ^retry, which was its first manifestation, 
came twenty five y^rc after Schwittters, and clearly was in no way experimental.
In other respects there was nothing unique about the lettrists except in Paris. 
However, Lemaitre is so geogmphically bound that, without smiling, he measures 
the comparative influences of the S.I.. and groupuscles which appeared for six 
months on the Left Bank, and which are still only known about by ^m; he judges 
them according to articles whose dedication has generally ben solicitated by the 
groups themselves or “posters plastered all round paris in their n̂ame” (p41). This 
Lemaitre allows concessions to everyolte for making known the discoveries which, 
as has ben  sen, all the mystifiers, Christian or not, have on sale. He pretends that 
he had plenty of time to understand, and does not ask about the ^ ^ n  for this total 
incomprehension, for this refusal of tl\e whole world in relation to his wonderful 
creations. It is ' fifteen years since lettrism arose, it has chosen no enemies, but wants 
to convert the whole world. And without slackening, it has presented the (sub- 
Ĉ artesian) demonstration of its dogmas throughout twenty books. However it has 
remained very poorly known about. And, to take his examples, Lemaitre docan’t 
want it recognised that fifteen y^rc after their ap^^^rce, s^ealism or symbolism 
had already been laigely imposed on culture. In a much less greedy epochs than our 
own, these movements ap̂ peared, a novelty in all domains, and then the cultural 
ideologies, much less decom^^rd than those of today, fought them in the n̂ame of 
the conservation of the order of the past. Hence Max Bense, the Gê rman equivalent 
of this anecdote of systematic, p^adiaiectic, and deadly boring ‘lettrist thought’.
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are equally typical of this epoch. ^What do you want? They are of ̂ great use as 

classifiers of values. But of values without actuality. In terms of Americanised 
culture, these are the gadgets of the Ideal home exhibition of the spirit.

3

"It takes less time to create a material which is deficient, ^much 
longer to form apersornlity. And if a single error has been ^made 
in tlu! production of the material, it can be r^aired, if neces^ry 
by destroying the useless tmac;lhine so going through pmrofitss 
(and losses. A man, once forrmed, is not destroyed; for forty years
Jut is ready to perform the activity for which Jut has been trained .,,

Sauvy. De Malthas d Mao Tsi-Tomg

Chinese perspective is not Chinese culture. But it is a valuable and impo r̂tant 
outlook. At any one moment, ^al living humanity covers a little less ^an two 
centuries. oldest are about a h ^ ^ ^  y^rs old, and ŝome the new b̂orn
wil be destined to live as long in the fu^re. There is a t̂ension b̂etween
these- two temporal extremes of humanity. The cycle of this wheel of life, this 
eternal re^m is a pê rmanent revolution u^m which of reflections have
ben  made since the S^umerians, the Buddhists, Plato, Schope^rnuer, Niê tzsche 
and so on. is the outcome of this train of thought, with the idea of a
single oriented r̂otation of history a unique be^ginng up to a definitive and 
irreversible end. dualist outlook and orientation was to
Judaism, Christianity and - Islam; at the same time it passed into Mithraism, 
m an ic^^^  and gnosticism. Following ^^ rftre ’s Gnostic confession, it is clear 
that he is not capable of understanding the dialectic dŷ namism of Buddhism, but 
that he follows dualism; and that his ap ^ ^  to youth is simply the clasical and

traditional subversion of minors. 
Regretfully, I believe that I have 
detected the possibility of an 
unpublished system which is relatively 
creatitive in the sense that the application 
of Chinese perspective to the 
dimension of time in the west would 
produce results which could not be 
predicted. This makes Lemaitre’s 
system even simpler. It is no more ^an 
neo-Sorelianism. I have looked a l over 
the place. ^Through the f̂requent use of 
Lenin as a witness to his ^arguments, 
and the loan of the origin of these 
perspectives from Fichte, instead of 
acknowledging Sorel as the inventor of 
them, it is shown that Lemaitre has
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drawn deeply frfrom' Sorel — elsewhere he admits to having Tread him — , but with 
no intention of publicly acknowledging this. The Chinese perspective of Lê maitre is 
just as impoverished as Sorelian ideology, whose fate is well known.
Sorel’s ârtfulness lay in having studied the formula of ascendant Christianity, and 
having ^ ^ ^ r te d  the belief in the o to  point ofthe fu^re (the end of the world and 
the ope^og towards an unknown p ^ ^ se ) to a purely technical system. Thus - the 
Christian end of the world can he replaced by anything: the general strike, the 
socialist revolution, or to he more up-^^ate, the man who prases the button on 
atomic missiles. Al those who don’t fit in with this perspective are equaly assured 
of punisshment, by using the key formula of a l the historic events of our cen^ry: the 
accusation of treachery (to what? the system). In La Roue de la Fortune, I set 
myself ag^rct the mythological - exactitude’s of Benĵ amin Pmt, who is shown so 
high in Lemaitre’s estimation. This was because for me all art is an infinite
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multitude of mythic crereations, and b̂ecause I oppose ĉreativity to a re^ra to the
belief in a single imp̂ osed myth, or system of myths. Here, I o^^se the idea of 
multiple ̂ ^ ^ se s  to that cherished by Le^altre: a unique p ^ ^ se , and ideological 
carcass once more exhumed. I don't think that Peret’s attitude on this subject has 
ever approached such stupidity as that of Le^altre, but I saw the peril to ĉ ome: and 
Peret can no longer protesprotes when Lenw."tre who stupidly insulted in 1952 for 
‘lack of ̂ creation', now depends on ^m.
In any case, no-one can pay a p ^ te r  ĉ ompliment to the a t̂uationist movement ^an 
this confirmation by Lemaitre: “I don’t know anyone who believes in the 
‘sî tuationist group'. The sî tuatiomsts themselves are not a^ationists as they have 
written many times To speak of a whole which doesn’t exist is to invite the 
accusation of having invented iL” But our sole goal is p^^sely to invent i t  We have 
invented every^ing so far, and t̂here is still n̂eary ev ^^ to g  left for us to invent: 
our tOTer is so rich that it scarcely exists.
What we are going to invent is situationist activity itself. ^nd ^so its dê finition. 
Having awkwardlyJet slip a number of ^^raitions, and a p ^ ^  in bis
pamphlet on pe^^tiy unreal fating, Lemaitre pretends:
“the atuationists and my ^oup could breach a ^mtual anders^ t̂andin on the

of the ‘situation', however much my critics âdhere to my ê ethical conception 
of the ^Creator of elements — superior to the productive cons^Ktor of moments of 
life — and to the vision of inte^al cul̂ tural actuations, the outcome of the ^ t̂uatic — 
and- not simply ludic.” I have shown that we have goals completely
to his. Al of Lemaitre's optioons are rejected.
In a note (p.80) where he points out to us the impo^we of Einstein, has
the audacity to a d  that “time is a notion intrinsic to the actuation”. We, however, to 
the extent that we have adv^ed  in the study of given situationists, we find ^at the 
question iS of inventing a situl<>gy, a- situgrapphy and even a situmetry
beyond existing topological knowledge.
Lemaialtre is a m ^ ^  that t̂here is a Sĉ andinavivian culrere distinct from the clascal 
west Scandinavian cultture is above all the culture of the forgotten, the forg^ten 
culture and without history, uninterrupted since the stone age, older and more 
immobile even than ^ ^ ^ se  cul^re. With such a weighty heritage of oblivion, what 
could I cite from my ^^&tors.
I am a ^an without merit. At the ŝame t̂ime, I am wicked enough. J o ^ ^ ^ ts  and 
other professional droogs at the service of the existing order call us a 'beat 
generation’. 'They are astonished to discover ^at their knockkbacks, their distrust, 
their absolute re^a l to alow us even the ĉ hance to eat as b̂adly as an unemployed 
u^nskiled worker, that all this has hardened us to the point ^at we refuse to give 
these bruisers big kisses the moment when they us in^resting. I remember the 
time of the Cobra movement, when C.O.Gtite s&ted that our Gê rman cô nlrades had 
to live on a tenth' the keep of any prisoner of the ^^eeral Republic. I know the more 
than s^meful conditions in which the lettrists had to live in order to valise the 
remarkable works of their creative period. And so it continues. A Geman artist, 
whose country will not hesitate to claim the highest glory, has for two y^rc had no 
other home than the empty railway cars at the station. When I discovered the 
systematic s^ctures of the situationist tendency, I myself had understood that here
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was a method which exploited in secret by us could give us a great direct social 
power, and which would allow us the luxury of truly avenging the insults. I did not 
hesitate to explain this view to Guy Debord, who completely refused to take it into 
consideration, which obliged me to ^ake my remarks public. He then told me that it 
was nec^^ry to leave such mothethods to people like Pauwels and Bergier, and the 
mystical old women who are enraptured̂  by minor occult insights. Everyone drereams 
of marketing its echoes, as Gurdijieff did to his well-to-do disciples. After some 
reflection, I knew that I would arive at exactly the same attitude, which is the ^me 
vein as a l my behaviour up till now; anyway it is the r ^ ^ n  for our collaboration in 
the S.I.
But, “my hesitation could be conceived as the idea of s^rendering the secret of 
s^^te, the c^ation of creation, to the incoherent mob” Lemaitre writes (p.7), which 
a l the more defends his right to the secret, that his ‘ĉ reatic’ nothingne& is a m ^ r  
of a secret of organisation. He justifies ^mself by the examples of atomic and other 
ŝ ecrets. In fact, secret methods transform art into craftsmanship, by the exclusive 
techniques to reproduce to standards which come l^ter on. Lemaitre is a ĉ onscious 
p^^OT of this survival of the confrateternity. One is accepted by producing an 
acceptable master-piece. Thus Lemaitre rê tains a weakness for Debord’s first film, 
simply because he has not understto it He simply places it icily “amongst the t.en 
best woorks in the history of cinema” Thiss is his emphasis (p.25).
Lemaitre also rep^aches me for having declared that he is finished. He claims ^at 
he is alive. T̂hat’s true; and I didn’t say he was dead. I said that he was inthe coma 
(of his system). Which will probably only last as long as he does. The patient 
appropriation of the' secrets of the master — particularly when dealing with a 
mastership arbitrarily decreed by an individual — clearly guarantees that a very 
particular co^m^odity can be produced to these standards. But there is no gu^antee 
that this production wiU be valô rised by some desire.
Like Lemaitre, l  think that Vassili Kandinsky is a man “who has adduced and 
defined the abstract” (pill). But I don’t a^rc with ^m  that he was an “artistic 
innovator”, nor that I am an abstract painter. I have never m̂ade any but anti-abstract 
paintings foUowing the current of Hans Arp and ^rat, followed by Mondrian 
and ^Marcel Duchamp. Kandî nsky, in Von Punkt Uber Link zur Fleche, had aligned 
modern art according to the perspective of Euclidean geometry, . whereas the 
innovators mentioned above moved towards an inverse geometry, aiming towards a 
polydimensional cosmos at the surface, just as at the line and the point. The 
technique of dripping painting showed the absurdity of K a n ^ ^ ’s attitude. If you 
work very close to the canvas, the flow of colours makes surfaces, blotches. But if 
you ^ a rg e  things once again at a dis^ace, the colour is divided into little splashes, 
which only make points. This is exactly like elements in perspective. They start as 
m^ses and disap^CT over the horizon as points. Kandinsky ŝ tarted at the horizon, 
in the abs t̂rac to arive where? Me, I s ^ e d  in the immediate present, to arive 
where?
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4
"The thoughts and observations about it are entirely the 
citations have not been ^nde before; the subject is of extreme 
im port^e and has been treated with înfinite arangement (and 
clarity: It has cost me a great deal of time, and I pray that you 
will accept it (and constier it as the greater effort of my genius."

— J o n ^ ^  Swift.
Irrefutable Essay on the Faĉ ulties of the Soul.

If, as Le^altre says, time was an e x ^ ^ ^ w  notion to the situation, atulogy be - 
as ^ c h  a study of the unique of the iden^^ fonn, as ^morphology. But it could 
rightly be said that situlogy is a ̂ ^^ology of time, ŝince ev e ry ^  is that 
t^wlogy is defined as the study of continuty which is the ̂ rn-division in ex̂ tension 
(space) and the non-inteITUption in d^ation mmorphological ade of a tu l^^  is 
included in this definition: that which c ^ e m s  the intrinsic proposes of fiĝ ures- 
without any relation to their e n ^ ^ ^ e n t
"The exclusion of singularities and inteteITUptions, the cons^acy of in̂ tensity and the 
unique feeling of the p^^^ation of the p ^ ^ ^ « ,  which' defines a actuation. 
excludes the division in several ti^es, which Lemaitre pretends are ̂ posble. But the 
c^onfusion of ideas by an unlettered ^^o n  like ^Lemaitre is much ^pre p^onable 
^an that which prevails amongst professî onal topologists; and which obliges us to 
distance yourselves from .the purely topological to invent a more e l ^ ^ ^ ^  
situlogy. This confusion is introduced precisely in the f^mula ' of orientability 
which, in reality, is only adaptation to the dimension of time. E.M. Patterson 
explore that idea of orientablity derives the phŷ sical idea ^at a s^ace
could have one or two sides. Let us s^^nse that each point of a —
with the exception of the points at the edge ^^m^dary), if t̂here are any — a little 
closed curve is drawn in a defined sense, whether in the sense of rotation of the 
hands of a watch or in the con̂ trary sense, having ^b e  ^atbed to i s  point At this 
moment, the surface is- caled orientable if it is ^posble to c h ^ ^  the s e ^  of the 
curves, of the m^anr to which it would be the ^me for all the points sufficiently 
close to each other. If not the surface is called ^-orientable. A l surfacaces with only 
one ade are nonorientable.”

of g ^ m ^  and phyacs is quite out of ( ^ r .  It is easy to prove that a 
sphere only has o n  ŝ urface, and likewise a ring. a cone two spaces
and a cylinder ̂ thre, etc. but logi^ly a surface can only have one side.
Anyway, a with two ades is not topological, b e ca ^  there is a rup^re in
continuity. But the treason for which we ate put on the f^se sescent of the double 
surface with two sides is clear: it's because that's what allows the linkage of 
topology with the general tendency of geometry: the search for equalities, or 
equivalencies. Two figures are explained as being topologically equivalent, or 
homeomorphs, if each can be transformed into the other by a continuous 
defamation. This is to say that there is a single figure in t̂ransformation situlogy is 
the ^transft^rative morphology of the unique.
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The gravest error. which was introduced by adapting the classic perspective of 
geometry to topology, is the ̂ adaptation to classic distinctions of geometry following 
the number of co-ordinates in linear topology, - the topology of surfaces and the 
topology of volumes. This is impossible and ridiculous if elementaries of atulogy 
are unders^od, because in topology there is a pprecise equivalence between a point, 
a line, a. surface and ' a volume wĥ ereas in geo^^ry t̂here is an absolute distinction.

confusion is clearly reflected in the Moebius strip, which is said to 
“two surfaces without bo^^morphy” or to. rep^sent “surfaces with a single ade” 
without a back or front, without an inside or ' outside. This phe^nomenon can even 
lead jpeople to that the Moebius strip only po^^ses a singie dimension,

. which is completely absurd ^^rnse a Moebius strip c^ant be made with a piece of - 
ŝ tring, even les  with a line. Whatat ' is interesting about the Moebius strip is 
exactly the relatlô nship b e tw ^  the two alines of the ̂ ^ e l  edges.
It is possible to study geometric equivalencies, congruences and likenesses of a 
Moebius strip, if a ̂ particular fact is taken into ^eounc the length of a Moebius strip 
could be infinite compared to its width, but cannot be short than a particular 
calculable proportion compared to this width. It’s up to the mathematicians to 
cons^wt and calculate the Moebius strip at its ^minimal ^ h it Once constructed, it 
would be f^md that we are d^^ag with an object where the which the 
width of the strip at a point taken by c ^ ^ ^ , makes a perfect right angle with same 
line drawn on the opposite part of the strip, however these two same lines are 
p^aralel, if the strip is smoothed into a cylinder. The ŝame line which at one p̂oint 
represents the ^^rontal at point represents a vertical T̂here are thus t̂hre
spatial dimensions, apart from the space if the strip is not flattened. Hence the 
s^mgene& of the Moebius strip. Two Moebius strips of this ^pe can thus always 
be put into likened, and with the ^me width ofstrip, put into co^^Knce. .
It sems that no-one-has yet remarked on the s^mge betawonr of a l  the topological 
forms and figures in their relationship with the system of spatial co-ordinates 
(vertical, ^^^n tal, depth) in which they play, them be bom and disap^OT,
and ^tranfonning one intO the other. For 
Euclidean geometry, the system of co- 
or^rates is a given basis. For atulogy, 
no, as it and diŝ poses of the co
ordinates at will. Thus Euclidean 
geometry has a duty to go beyond all 
situlogical considerations to take as a 
point of. reference the system of co
ordinates at right angles which is the 
schema of the law of least effort. Ren£
Huygues shows, in his work Art and 
Man, ^at it is with the development of 
metallurgy, after the agrarian epoch, 
that the division is produced between 
the two styles of Halstadt and La Tene, 
which is none other than the division 
between geometric and situlogic
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thought. Through the Dorians 
geometric thought was implanted in 
Greece, giving birth to rationalist 
thought con̂ trary tendency wound
up in Ireland and
Walter Lietzman notes, in his book 
Anschauliche Topology: "In art, for 
example in the age of the Vikings, 
knotwork: was used as ornamentation 
with pleasure. I have before me a photo 
of the k̂not ggardens of S hakes^^  at 
S^tfurd, in which the ^^ge^ment of 
flowers in the f^m  of knots is shown .. 
. What does Shakespeare s e  in these 
knots? I'm not able to say. Perhaps, its a 
mater of some error or more a
dettbeme confusion with the of

the labyrinth. question is raraised twice with him: In M id si^^r  Night's Dream
(act II, scene 1), and in The Tempest (Act i l ,  scene 3).”
There is no possible mistake. James Joyce in Finnegans Wake, by prono^King the 
absurd phrase “No sturm, no drang”, had overcome the ancient conflict between 
cllaSsicism and romanticism and oponed a ski-slope towards the reconciliation of 
passion and logic. What is neededtoday is a thought, a philosophy and an art which 
conforms to what is projected by topology, but ^is is only r̂ealisable on condition 
that this brbranch of modem science is re^^ed to its original co^se: that of “the situ 
analy^s” or atulogy. Hans Findeisen, in his Shâ manentum,, indicated that the ori^ra 
of which stiH survives amongst the ^Laps, are to be found in the cave
paintings of the ice age, and it is enough that the ^^mentation which c^^terises 
the Lapp presence is simple knotwork. The knowledge of secret topologies has 
always - been indicated by the p^sence of agns of knots, strings, knotwork:, 
etc. And in a curious way since antiquity the weavers have transmitted a 
revolutionary teaching in forms which are more or less bi^rce, mystifying and 
subv^ted. A histtory t o  well ^rcwn to have ben studied seriously. The popoersion 
in that should be noticed rather ththan the rev̂ erse.
The relation that the writings of Max - Brod established between Kafka and the 
Danish. astronomer Tycho Brahe is as profound as the relationship between 

and Hamlet: and thek presence at P̂rague which, since the time of La 
Tene topological thought, is as nâ tural as the astonishing results that Kepler
could ex t̂rac from the calculations of B^be, by adapting them to the methods of 
geometry and classical mathematics, which was impossible for Tycho Brahe 
himself. This shows once more that topology remains the source of geometry, and 
that the con̂ trary process is impossible. This indicates the impossibility of exploring 
the philosophy of Kierkegaard as a consequence ' of the philososophy of Hegel. 
influence of Scandinavian thought in Euft^pean cul^re is incoherent and without 
permanent results, like a true thought of the absurd. That there has always ben  a 
Scandinavian phil^phical t̂radition, which s^rct^es the tendency of Ole Roemer,
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H.C. Oersted Carl von Linne etc., completely distinct from English pragmatism, 
G^man id^^OT and French rationalism is a fact which can only be astonishing in 
that it has always been kept secret. With the. S c^tav ians themselves ignoring the 
base logic of this profound and hidden coherence, it is as much i^rored by ^^ra . I 
have the protest mistrust of a l the ideas on the benefits of l^^ang. However in the 
actual actuation in E ^ p e  it ^^ns to me an ign^^re  of this subject p ^ ^ te  a
danger. Thus I consider the fact Sweden̂ borg and Novalis had ^be
engineerŝ  is more impo^mt t̂han the chance postulates of such as Jaspers which 
allowed the label of se^ophrenics to be stuck on their backs. This is not
because this, is a fact which could be estati^^^ in a scientific ^maner, but beĉ ause 
it is a basic skill of topological thought, ^te of weavers, and this fact could' lead 
us to the precious observations for the f ^ ^ ^ g  of situlogy.
But all this is only presented as a 
possible ^^atique subordinated to the 
work of the S.I., the a les  and enemies 
of which can easily be seen. The 
situationists reject with the greatest of 
hostility the prô posal arising in Bergier 
and Pauwels' book, The Dawn of 
Magic, which ̂ asks for help in set̂ ting up 
a proposed institute to research occult 
techniques; and the formation of 
controlling secret society reserved for 
those today who are in a position to 
manipulate the various conditions of 
their contemporaries. We would not in 
any case collaborate with such a 
project, and we have no desire to help it 
^^ncially.
“From all evidence, equality is the 
of geometric measurement” as Gaston 
Bachelard said in Le Nouvel Esprit 
Scientifique. And he us: “^ e n
Poincard had shown the logical 
equivalence of various geometries, he 
stated that the geometry of Euclid 
would always be the most useful, and 
that in case of conflict between this 
geometry and physical experience, it 
was always preferable to change 
physical theory than change the 
elemen^ty geometry. Thus Gauss had 
pretended to experiment astron^omicaly 
with a theorem of non-Euclidean 
geometry: He wondered if a triangle 
located in the stars, and hence of

This app^tas alws Gauss's ccurve to be 
(fromm the ̂ position of the bal 

at the 'The artistic ̂ problems of the
derive are situated at the level of the relatively 

unfwe^n trajectories of each ball b̂earing.
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s^^re, would show the ^^ ^ in g  of surface ^dic^ed by the ĝeometty 
of Lobatchowski. Poincare did not recognise the crucial character' of such an 
ex^rience.”

point of dep̂ arture of sitû graphy, or of plastic g^eometr, must be Situ ânalysis 
developed by Poincar6, and pushed' in an egalitarian direction under the name 
apology. But a l talk of equalities is ôpenly excluded, if ^ere daren’t at least two 
elements to equalise. Thus the equivalence t̂eaches us n^^ag âbout the ^unique or 
the polyvalence of the unique, which is in reality the essential domain of situ 
^analsis, or apology. Our- goal is to set a plastic and ele^men t̂y geô metry ag^ains 
egalitarian and Euclidean geometry, and with the help of both to go towards a 
geometry of variables, playful and differential geometry. The first situationist 
contact with this ̂ problem is seen in Galton’s ^at ex^^^entaly
Gaud’s curve (see the figure in the first issue of Internationale Sitmtioniste) 
[^^nduced above. Ed]. And even if my intuitive f^hion of with g ^^^ ry
is completely anti-^^edox, I believe that a rroad has ^be  opened, a bridge ^rown 
across the abyss ' which sep^^»  Poincare and Gauss as far as the ^posibility of 
combining geometry with phyacs wi t̂hou renouncing the au^nomy of the one from ■ 
the other.
All the axî oms are cut offs . against the non-desired ^pogibilities, and by this fact 
contains a voluntary illogical decision. "The ilogic which in̂ terests us at the b̂ase of 
Euclidean Geometry is played between the following axes: — which are 
superim^^^ upon ̂ each other are equal; — the sum is ̂ ^ te r  ̂ an the -— ̂ This 
absurdity is ^ s e  for example, the ^moment that we to aply the definition of a 
line as length without ̂ breadth.
If two lines are superim̂ posed, one equals the mother. This must result in either two 
p^aliel lineses (which shows that, the equality is not perfect and ^absoute, or ^at the 
superimposition is nei^er) or the union of the lines in a s^gie line. But if this is 
longer ^an a single line, or if it has acqu^rd width, the alines would not be equal. 
but if the lines are ̂ abSolutely equal, the whole is not ^gger ^an the T̂his is a 
indisputable logic, but if it is true, we are in an absurdity because geometric 
measurement is precisely abased on the axiom ‘that the whole is ^an the
The idea ^at two equal len^ta are identical is found in ĝ eometric m e a s ^ ^ ^ t  
But two things ^  never be identical, because then we would say they were the 
same ̂ ing. If a murderer must be identified to a judge, it isn’t e ^ g h  thet this is an 
individual who looks exactly like the person who committed the crime. The 
identical twin will not do in these circums^aces. It is ĉ ertain that there are no

equalities, no ̂ repetitions, as in the case 
of the . Konigsberg bridges. In 
Geometry, an identity of length and 
position excludes all quantitative 
consideration. But how is it possible 
trough superimposition to r e d ^  the 
infinite number of alines of equal length 
to one line, which is no bigger ̂ an any 
single line of these; in such a case 
where it is unthinkable to divide a line
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in two, are both equal to the divided 
line?

If a line is moved from its position, it 
the ^me titime it re^^ns in its position, 
a surface has ben  c^^ed rather 
two alines. The supeperimposition, whid 
shows that the two alines are ' equal, cai 
not be practised without the' duality 

they could not 
be equalised. A. single line. is equal td 
northing. This proves that there is no 
r̂eality in the aabsoiutftJH l̂igm of Euclid’s formiula ̂ at a has no thicknes.

^pro by su^^mposition is imposable, even if the pprocess - is mmode^^^ by 
employing. the f̂ ormulla of congruence, or an identity of f^m, but still excepting 
ŝ patial position.
We can reduce a tho^^ri points to a single point by superimposition, and this point 
is equal to one of the t h ^ ^ ^  points. But a point cannot be multiplied and left at 
the ̂ same place, and displaced at the ŝame ̂ time. Thiss would be a ̂ » . As for volume, 
t̂hese can only be su^^m^^ed in the It could only be achieved with

two p^m^m volUDles without ^al volumes. This abstract ĉ haracter is at once the 
s ^ ^ ^  and w ^^ras of Eucli^dean ̂ ^m ^ty. ^be slightest abstraction in topology 
is only a w ^ ^ ^ .
A thousand times zero is only zero, and nothing can be abstracted from zero. 
Euclî delut geometry is used in ^is irversible and unilateral sense:' it’s oriented. 
Ând a l the ĝ eometries, apart situgrapphy, are the ^me as it Orientation is a

concept, and a vector is also called a half-vector, b̂ecause it also signifies the 
covered, and the sense in which this has ^be chosen, is called its p̂ositive 

sense. The zero point, chosen at some point on the line is fixed as a point of 
commencement. An oriented straight line is thus not a line in itself, but the 
com^^don of a and' a point A oriented plane is a plane in which is ĉ hosen a 
sense of ̂ rotation caled direction, and this pllain is also linked to a point, the centre 
of rotation, which. could allow the establishment of an axe of rotation at rights 
wangles to the plane of rotation.
Space is oriented as there is a sense of rotation ̂ ^riated around each of ̂ ace,
called the direct sense of space. This Installation allows everything that can be 
caled ^measurement But of what does ’measure consist? This is the most curious 
^ing about this busines. All the ^eas^es of equal units whether of length, of size, 
height, mas time or whatever unit derived from these basic notions, consists of 
their indication by on a half-line, a- spatial demi-dimension divided into equal 
in^rcals oriented a point of origin towards to infinity. This ĥalf-line does not
need to be straight, but could be inscribed on the circuilference of a circle. If the 
extension makes several revolutions these become the distances of a prater linear 
or ^^alar extension. Here is the principle to which all possible measure arives in 
the ânalysis. Any measure c^mot explain ŵ hatever may be outside of this limit
of a development along a demi-line.
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Euclidean and analytical Geometry were developed within its classical discourse, 
itself following the orientation of a deemi-line. Spring with a point without spatial 
dimension, this is moved forward and so ttaces a line. The line is moved forward in 
a direction peerpendicular to its extension to pproduce a surface, with which the same 
process is used to ĉreate a volume. But this oriented movement, which a point 
produces a line, a surface, a volume, this movement in itself does not enter into 
geometric considerations in its relations with d̂imension. The meo^ratency
is evident. The act of superimposition is also im^posible without movement, but 
from the ^m ent when a l the nec^^ty movements to establish clascal ĝ eometry 
are put on trial, purely spatial phenomena can no longer be spoken of, and 
nevertheless movement is there from the be^^ling. We can wonder wbethor time 
has only a single dimension, or whether in the fo^re we not be obliged to 
apply to time at least ^thre dimensions to be able to a rv e  at more homogenous 
explanations of what has happened. That remains to be seen. But one thing is 
certain: time c ^ o t  be reduced to a demi-dimension or to an oriented lê ngth with a 
measuring instrument. We thus also breach another questions as to whether- what we 
^row as ‘time’ in its scientific definition, as a measure of d^ation, and the fonn 
under which time enters relativity theory, isn’t amply the notion of orientation or 
the demi-line.
Oriented geometry can, th^ank to its orientation, igngnore the notions of inherent
to its system. But, in order io take consciousne^ of the role of time and of its ^al 
role in relation to the ̂ thre serial dimensions, we are obliged to ̂ ^ulon the ̂ path of 
orientation by the demi-line, and to found a unitary homeomorphism.
When we want to use the expression dimension, we are ^imediately faced with the 
problem of its exact interpretation and definition. A dimenaon (can be defined in a 
logical fashion as an extension without beginning or end, neither sense nor 
orientation, an infinity, and it’s just the ^me with the înfinity in the dimension of 
time. This is eternity. The extension of one of the three spatial dimensions 
represents a surface, an extension without be^^ling or end. If the system of linear 
measurement can only measure the demi-line, the system of measurement from two 
c^or^rates at right angles can only give a ̂ measure of space for figures drawn in a 
q̂ uarter of a surface, the inf^^ation of 3D measurements are even ^^rer as 
they drawn within an eighth of a sphere from the angle of measure of 90° of t̂hre 
oriented co-ordinates in the same direction. To avoid this p^petual reduction of 
knowledge, we shal proceed in the inverse sense.
For the witness of a crime, identification is to define the suspect as the possible 
unique. But homeommorphism us various problems. It could easily be viewed a
follows: now it is no longer a matter of identifying the as^&in, but the ^ » r  victim 
that the brute has voluntarily ridden over several times with their motor car. They 
have an as^pec which differs in a tragic way from the fellow that was known during 
their life. Everything is there, but crudely r^^anged. They are not the ^me, yet it is 
still them. Even in their decomposition they can be identified. Without doubt. It is 
the field of homeomorphism, the variability within unity.
Here the field of situlogical experience is divided into two opposed tendencies, the 
ludic tendency and the ânalytical tendency. tendency of art, spin  and the game, 
and that of science and its techniques. The' creation of variabilities within a unity,
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and the search for unity amongst the • 
variations. It can be clearly seen that 
our assassin has chosen the first way, 
and ^at the identifiers must take up the 
second, which ^ults the domain to the 
ânalysis of ates, or topology. Situlogy, 

in its development, gives a decisive 
push to the two tendencies. For 
ê xample, take the network represented 
by Galton’ app^us. As a pintable, it 
can be found in most of the Paris 
bistros; and as the possibility of 
calcul^ed variability. it is the model of 
a l the telephone networks.
But this is the creative side, which 
precedes the analytical side in general 
and elementary situlogy: the
situationists are the crushers of all 
existent condi.tions. Thus we are going 
to ^  demons^mon by re^^ing 
to the method of our criminal. But to 
avoid making this affair a bloody 
drama, we shal dive head long into a 
perfectly r̂agi^nary and abs t̂rac world,

Euclid.
We start by lending an object a perfect homeomorphism, an absolute and practicaly 
inexistent quality, like the of ̂ spatial extension ^at Euclid gives to his point
We give ^rolute plasticity to a perfectly spherical ball with a pprecise diameter. It 
can be deformed in any way without being broken or p ^ ^ r e d  Our goal is clear 
before this object of perfect three dimensional symmetry. We are going to 
completely f la tn  it to ^msf^m it into a surface with two dimensions and to 
the key to their ho^^morphic equivalence. We are going - to reduce the height of 
this sphere down to uro  in ten equal stages, and calculate the level of in^^se of 
the two c^orponding dimensions to tI\e at the regis^red reductions of the 
progressively as the ball is transformed more and more into a surface. The last 
number ̂  be deduced the preceding ^ne. It is evident that we don’t end up 
at infinity, as the same pr^oces with a bal 'five times as l̂arge must give a surface at 
least five times as big, and two ̂ infinities with a diference of meas^urable dimensions 
is beyond logic (except for Le^altre when he speaks of eternity). 'The practitical work: 
of calculation linked to this experiment, we ŝhal leave to the mathematicians — if 
they have nothing better to do.
We haven’t finished. We choose a diagonal in this immense - pancake without 
thickness, and start to lengthen the surface in exactly the same way as in the 
previous experiment, to end up with a line without thickness, making the ■ 
calculations in a similar fashion. Thus we have the homeomorphic equivalence 
expressed as num^ra between an object in three, two and one dimension, and the
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whole world can start to protest The most intelligent be patient, saying that 
Euclid ŝ tarted with a point How is this immense- reduced to a ssinglle point? I 
can only re^m to the sphere. If the sittulogy was a uniquely ŝpatial and positional 
phenomena this be true.
Einstein has ex'pl̂ ained that if a line ^  breach the s^pe of light, it will con t̂rac 
it disappears completely as regards the length along the direction of the trip. 
However a clock would stop a l tog^her at that ̂ spe. This is what we are gooing to 
do. "The whole is ^seted in this way. 'The only ^^o r inconvenience of this 
spectacular is invisible: I ^ ^ w t regain ^^^ raon  of my p̂oint which flies
off across the universe. If I could transform this movement across space into 
r̂otation in place, I would have ̂ more or le s  ̂ as t̂ered my

Einstein decided the ‘space and conceived se^rately have ^rom e empty
shadows, and only the combination of both expresses reality”. It is from this 
observation that I’m going to clarify the Euclidean point, which possesses no 
dimensions' and, as it is within space, before however representing any other 
dimension, at l^& rep^Mnts the ̂ m^&on of time in^riuced into space. Ând it is 
a l the m̂ore intpo^ble to fix a point without duratition in ^ace. Without duration 
there is no ̂ position.
But in order that this point can possess the quality of time, it must possess the 
quality of movement, and as the geometric point cannot be displaced in space 
without a line, ^is mov^^m must be rotational, or sp^^ng itself.
Although this movement must be ^tinued, it -does not however have an nor
spatial direction; and what's more v^tex cannot occupy the least space. If this 
definition of the point is richer and m̂ore ^tttive ^an that of Euclid, it does not 
seem to be less abstract But since I have l^ m  that there is a. Greek geometer, 
H^on. who inspired with a definition of the straight line as a line which t̂urns
arouund itself as an axis wi^out the displac^^nt of of the point which 
it; and ^at plenty of ̂ people ^agre that this is the only poative which has ever 

said on the subject of the ^alght line, I feel I’m on the ̂ h t  track.
But a n u ^  Can only have a rotation in a semlC. It is to stop it to spin it in
the con^try sense. However a point in r̂otation, by a continuous ĉ hange of its ^is' 
of rotation. ̂ could be led to a ̂ rotation in a sense, whhatever the ŝense. in this
way the ^rnght line ^  be expl̂ ained thus: If two points rota^^ at r̂andom are 
c^^ected, they are obliged to ^in  in the same sense and with the ^me ^spe, the 
filter hebeing b̂raked and the slower acelerated.
Al the points of a line acq^re a p^sence in the s p a ^  dimension equivalent to 
their lo8s of ̂ freom of movement, which has beĉ ome oriented in s ^ re  
If we want to stay-with this oriented and ̂ poSitive definition of the on ^  backs, 
a plastic definition is ^need. To this, it is nec^^ty to remind o^selves
that plastic geometry does not place the accent on the infinite character of 
dimensions, but on their ĉ haracter of a presence in general space (and t̂ime, which 
could be finite or infinite, but which are primarily in relation with a l the objects 
whose extension is wanted to be sttidied. Each volume,, each surface, each segment 
of line or piece of time makes a ppart, or is ex^wted from the general of 
univ̂ ersal s^ re  and. time. In the analysis, for ê xample, of a linear segment in the 
egalitarian geometry of Euclid, abstractions of an ‘̂ finite’ cĥ aracter are ^made of
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"C^^wn sense views a co^^^fy. simply as a instead of seeing it as a crystallised
mownt in the class struggle; it views the defects of cor̂ w&ties simply as defects r^her than 
seeing in ttot the result of the conflict of the wowork.er with himself. of the woter with explô itation".

Pier Chaulieu ^̂Cardan "On the Content of fatalism", (Soctalisme ou Bar̂ barie, No.22)

the line. A piece is cut away by forgetting the rest. In uni^ty geometry, this is not 
possible. A line is not an uninterrupted series of points, because the points have lost 
something in order to be able to establish a line.. In a segment of a line, there are
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only two points which could be ^^rved, the two points at each end of the line. But 
how is it explained that on a line segment there are two rather than a single zero 
point? The only possible explanation is that a line segment with two zero points is 
composed of two demi-lines superim^^^, with the zeroo points crosros, going in 
opposite directions. A line segment is thus a line to double dis^uces, there and 
back, and of a length double the distance between the two pol^^ed ends or in 
counterpoint. This is a basis for plastic or dialectical geometry. F̂ rom this outî ook, 
each determined volume is a volume within genial volume, or uhiv̂ ersal space, 
^^rnented by a surface: just as each surface is a f̂ragment of the uhiv̂ ersal surface 
distinguished by ^me lines; and each linlinear section is a l̂inear- sê gment d e te ^ ^ ^  
by some points; and each point a moment within t̂ime, by its d̂ uration.
"The ŝpecfic surface which d e^ ^ ^ ra  a volume, the vol̂ uminous surface is 
the vessel, form etc. And as a function of separation between two volumes it 

the character of an opposition between the inside and outside; ŝimilarly 
the separation of a surface by a line opposes before and after, and so ^so the point 
on a line distinguishes the positive and negative sense of a dis^nce. These aigns 
thus only make sense as the relation between two ^m^ensional systems, in the ^me 
combination of co-ordinates. problem becomes mmore complex when we to
play with several co-ordin^ systems in relation with each other such that it could 
be termed projective geometry, of which the best known example is central 
perspective.
In order to better understand not only the system of projections, but also the sys^m 
of objectification in general it is necessary to see how the co-ordinate systems 
unfold and which is the initial primary system. The primary system of all 
o^rvation is the system' of c^^^uales inherent to the observer themselves, their 
subjective co-ordinates. Ordinarily this elementary requisite for observation is 
ignored. The co-ordinates of the individual are known as front, behind, above, 
below, left and right; and they play an en^mous role for orientation, not only in 
scî ence, but of a p^ordial way in ethics, the social orientation where the ̂ individual 
is drawn to the left and then the right, toppling forwards, always forward to 
progress, pushed from behind and pressed' towards the ascent and the higher 
pathways, to finally be caried underground. The direction to the right is the 
direction of l^ rt raistanee, of the line, the direction said to be just or ratî onal; 
and . o p ^ ^ ^  to it, the left is by na^re the ânarchic d̂irection of the game, of the 
spinn or of the protest effort. But ^ h  to e  that the political left becomes the 
direction of a development of justice, following the path of least resis^ace, this 
opposition lacks tension. 'The trajectory of descent is delineated by the path of least 
resis^uce. So, from our outî ook of oppositions, the left d^xtion of the left, that of 
games, must represent the ascent. Thiss is what I have tried to prove with the reversal 
of dialectics. - In the Scandinavian languages the word droite (Gê rman recht, English 
right) mean ascension (hOgre) towards the heights, which symbolises the left 
elsewhere. The confusion in ^rial orientation in Europe and in its vocabulary gains 
from being so rich and contradictory in this respect. These are purely objective 
observations, without any pragmatic c^^^uence, but which have had an influence 
even on the most elemen^ry religious conceptions (heaven - fire).
In r̂eality the metric ĝraduations of a c^or&nate system allow the establishment of
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a network of ̂ paralel lines of c^or^^rion at equal intervals. "The zeroo peint and the 
positive d̂irections (can be c ^ ^ n  and ĉ hanged in the system as is to
this squaring up. It is the -same ^ing for the line and for the system of ^thre co- 
or^nates.
When the sys^m of c ^ o ^ ^ ^  of an ob^rved object is displaced in relation to the 
basic system of co-ordination for observation and measure, this sometimes 
necessitates projection. The projective geometry thus shows the rules of the 
relations between two or seveeral systems of as if there were two or
several spaces. In this way, the same space can be multiplied into several by 
projection. But this is only justified throuongh the time dimension.
However, positive geometty, which woorks with the dedemi-̂ w, the qu^ter surface 
and the eighth of volume, allows another purely spatial game. The right angle 
fooned by the two negative d^nl-l^es of a c^rd^ation in two ^m ensi^  be 
displ^ed and put in op^^tion to the positive angle, thus estabh^^ , for example 
a squuare. This operation explains how the square could its expiration in the in 
the relationship between the circumference and the diagonal of a circle, even though 
the circle cannot be defined as a derivative of the squuare. TOs definition of the 
square by jux^osition joins out dialectic definition of the line, and shows how 
situlogy is more than gecmety which always ^ns into the problem of
squaring the circle.
Here we have roughly sketched out some consequences of the disorder which 
sjtulogy could introduce to geometric thought, but it is evident to who ^&w
this m^erial, that the consequences will not be any the le& as regarards our phyaicai 
and mechonlcai conceptions. It has âlready been undders^od by Einstein’s definition 
that the notion we have of light doesn’t lend itself to any spatial dimension. 
However it would be wrong to consider light as being ^^uterial. Even the old 
mystical dotion of the foour elements could be reconsidered. We taow that they don’t 
exist as absolute. phenomena, but it is however strange that modern science has 
refused to consider a distinction of matter as pronounced as ^at between solid, 
liquid, g ^ ^ ^  objects and light When an ice cube suddenly melts and stretches on 
the surface of a table, it can be concluded that the liquid state reprints the llos of 
one of the spatial dimensions, rep^ed by a liberation of disĉ harge; that the liquid is 
a matter of two spatial dimensions. Md the constant of tensions of s^^ee tension 
seems to be as impo^mt in physics as the constant of the ^eed of light logical 
conclusion this gives rise to, is ^at gases have only one dimension, compe^^ed for 
by the play of ththeir movement ^ d  for an example of wmething which has even 
less dimensions, think of ̂ a rice  Lemaitre and his friends.
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existing f̂ramework c^can subdue the new haman force ^at is ^ ^ ^ ^ g  
day by day alongside the irresistible development of technology and the 
d^issfaction of its possible uses in our senseless social life.

Alienation and oppression in this society c^ant be distributed amongst a range of 
variants, but only rejected en bloc with this very society. All real progress has 
clearly ben suspended until the revolutionary solution of the present multifoorm
crisis.

What are the organisational pê rspectives of life in a society which authenticaly 
“reorganises production on the basis of the free and equal association of the 
producers’?  Work would more and more be reduced as an exterior ̂ ^ ^ i ty  t̂hrough 
the automation of production and the socialisation of vital ĝ oods, which would 
finally give complete liberty to the individual. Thus liberated from all'econ^nic 
responsibility, liberated from all the debts and responsibilities from the past and 
other people, mankind will exude a new surplus value, incalculable in money 
because it would be impossible to reduce it the measure of waged work. The 
g ^ ^ t e  of the lî berty of each and of all is in the value of the ĝ ame of life ^« ly  
constructed. The exercise of this ludic recreation is the framework of the only 
gu^antte  equality with non-exploitation of ^an by man. The liberation of the 
game, its ĉreative autonomy, supe^edes the ancient division between imposed work 
and passive leisure.

The church has ^ ^ riy  burnt the ' ̂ ^alled witches to rep^K the p̂rimitive ludic 
tendencies cô nserved in popular festivities. Under the existing dominant society, 
which produces the miserable pseudo-games of non-participation, a true artistic 
activity is nnecessarily classed as criminality. It is semi-clandestine. It ^ ^ ^ rs  in the 
f^m of scandal.

So what r̂ealy is the situation? It’s the realisation of a better game, which more 
exactly is provoked by the human presence. The revolutionary gamesters of all 
countries can be united in the S.I. to commence the emergence from the p̂rehistory 
of everyday life.

Henceforth, we propose an autonomous organisation of the producers of the new 
cul^re, independent of the political and union org^^tions which currently exist,
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as we dispute their capacity to organise any^ing other ^an the ^^^em ent of that 
which already exists.

From the moment when this organisation leaves the initial experimental stage for 
its first public campaign, the most urgent objective we have ascribed to it is the 
^^ure of U.N.E.S.C.O. United at a world level, the b^ureaucratisation of art and a l 
culture is a new phenomena which expre&es the deep inter-relationship of the social 
systems co-existing in the world on the basis of eclectic conservation and the 
reproduction of the past. The riposte of the revolutionary artists to these new 
conditions must be a new ^pe of action. As the very existence of this managerial 
concentration of culture, located in a single building, favours a seizure by way of 
putsch; and as the institution is completely destitute of any sesensible ûsage outside 
our subversive perepective, we our seizure of this justified before our
contemporaries. And we will have it. We are r̂esolved to take over U.N.E.S.C.O., 
even if only for a short time, as we are sure we would quickly c^ty out work which 
would prove most significant in the clarification of a long series of demands.

What would be the principal ch^araceristics of the new culture and how would it 
compare with ancient art?

Against the spectacle, the ̂ realised situationist culture in̂ troduces total ^^cipation.

Ag^nst ̂ preserved art, it is the org^^tion of the directly lived moment.
Agaiainst pparticul^^^ art, it be a global practice with a b̂earing each moment 

on all the usable elements. Nâ turaly this would tend to coUective production 
which would be without doubt anonymous (at least to the extent where the 
workS are no longer stocked as c^omodities, this cul^re wiU not be d ^ ^ ^ ^  
by the need to leave traces.) ’The p̂rimmum p r ^ ^ ^  of these experiences wil 
be a revolution in behaviour aqd a dynamic unitary urbanism capable to 
extension to the entire planet, and of being ^ ^ te r  extended to a l habitable 
planets.

Against unilateral art, situationist culture will be an art of dialogue, an. art of 
interaction. The artists — with all culture visible — have become entirely 
separated from society, just as they are separated from each other by 
competition. But faced with this impasse of capitalism, art has remained 
esentially unilateral in response. This melted era of its p̂rimitivism must be 
superseded for a complete communication.

At a higher stage everyone will become . an artist, i.e. inseparably a producer- 
coosumer of total .cultural creation, which will help the rapid dissolution of the 
linear criteria of novelty. Everyone will be a situationist so to speak, with a 
multidimensional inflation of tendencies, experiences, of radically different 
“scowls” — not ■ successively but simultaneously.

We will inaugurate what will historically be the last of the crafts. The role of 
amateur-professional situationist — of anti-specialist — is again a specialisation up
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to the point of economic and mental abun^dance, when everyone becomes a an 
“ ârtist”, in the sense ^at the artists have not the construction of their own
life. However, the last craft of his^ry is so close to the society without a p e ^ ^ ^ t  
division of l^tour, ^at when it âmongst,the S.I., its status as a craft was
generally denied

To ̂ those who. don’t an^rctabd us properly, we say with a reducible SCQm:'̂ "'The 
si^ationists of which you believe yo^selves p e ^ ^  to be the ĵ udges, one day 
judge you. We . await the ^^ing  point which' is the inevitable liquidation of the 
world of privation, in all its f o ^ .  Such are our goals, and wil be the fu^re
goals- of humanity.”

17th May 1960

Commentary
A brief perusal of what would ^ s e  a key document is enough to show why Ken 

^ ^ b  left this text out of his anthology. The plan to singe a coup at U.N.E.S.C.O. is 
not the sort of thing which would go down well with the anarchisVpro-situ 

^ a b b  was ̂ ^ g  to ̂ a t t .

Nevertheless, no matter how comic this scheme may seem, it was certainly 
outione by Capitalist Crisis Studies, a pro-situ group which broke from For 
Ourselves in 1975. They c^^ed a subtle bl^ri of at^tiouist ideas with t̂hose of 
Lyndon La Rouche (Lyn Marcus), calling for the' W  General Assembley to be 
t̂urned into a 'worid soviet'.

Wĥ ereas the S.I. merely ^^rned of ev e ry ^  beĉ oming sitrationists (^diy they 
do not explain what fate would befal those it was to expeU), CCS p l^ ^ ^
a giobal telecommunication scheme which would "monitor and ̂ cord each pe^on's 
vital agns and general health ^^meters o.n a basis, au^matically flailing if 
unusual p a t te r  or danger signals aroe." (Beyond the Nation State, the World 
Martet, (and Bland Development, CCS 1977)

We include this infonnation not merely to alert how the ^perts of the
S.I. could be asserted tfter many y^ra. We ^so want to imply a comprehensive 
knowledge of the pro-situ genre in this fashion and incidently increase the 
raftati^^ry poce offered for this c u r i^  and ^ther ^re pamphlet by documen^^ 
its e^tence.
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